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Part 1 Technical requirements of ChaoJi charging system 

1.1 Electric vehicle charging mode and connection method 

The EV supply equipment shall supply energy to the vehicle for charging mode 4 and case C 

connection specified in GB/T 18487.1. Communication function and protocol shall comply with the 

requirement in Clause 2, control pilot function shall comply with the requirement in 1.3, and vehicle 

coupler shall comply with the requirement in Clause 3. Adaptor shall comply with the requirement in 1.4 

and Clause 3. 

1.2 Functional requirements 

1.2.1 Verification that the EV is properly connected to the EV supply equipment 

The EV supply equipment shall be able to determine that the EV is properly connected to the EV 

supply equipment. 

The voltage value of detection point 1 (see Figure 1-1) measured by the charger control device shall be 

used to determine the continuity of the control pilot circuit. 

The voltage values of detection point 2 and detection point 3 (see Figure 1-1) measured by the vehicle 

controller shall be used to determine the continuity of the control pilot circuit. Before vehicle startup, the 

vehicle shall prevent the unexpected drive by closing switch Sv to monitor the votagle value of 

detection point 3. 

1.2.2 Charging control and monitoring 

Charger shall send the range of permissible current and range of voltage output of the vehicle 

connector to electric vehicle through digital communication. The maximum permissible current value 

shall not exceed the smaller value of the maximum current of the supply equipment and the rated 

current at the connecting point. 

In accordance with the range of permissible current received, electric vehicle transmits current demand 

instruction to the charger; in accordance with the received voltage information, electric vehicle informs 

charger the total voltage of battery pack and the maximum permissible charging voltage through digital 

communication. 

Note: Requirements on boost mode are being considered (TBD). 

The real time voltage value and current value at charging coupler shall be monitored during charging 

by both charger and vehicle.  

When one more of the following situations occurs and lasts for 500ms, the charger shall trigger 

emergency shutdown within 500ms: 
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- the current value exceeds 120% of the maximum output current of the charger; 

- the voltage value drops below 80%of the minimum output voltage of the charger. 

When the output voltage exceeds 110% of the rated output voltage of the charger, the charger shall 

trigger emergency shutdown within 500ms. 

When the output voltage exceeds the maximum permissible charging voyage of the vehicle by 

10V(TBD), or the output current applies to the following conditions, the charger shall trigger emergency 

shutdown within 1s: 

- When the demand current is ≥30A, the output current exceeds 102% of the current demand 

current of the vehicle; 

-  When the demand current is <30A,the output current exceeds(vehicle current demand 

current+0.6)A. 

When the input voltage is higher than the maximum permissible charging voltage or the input current is 

greater than the demand current, electric vehicle shall trigger error shutdown within 1s(TBD) 

1.2.3 Galvanic isolation 

Electric energy input and electric energy output of the charger adopt transformer isolation to provide 

isolation and non-directly grounded power supply to the electric vehicle. 

1.2.4 Y capacitor 

The equivalent capacitance-to-ground of DC output positive/negative busbars of each charging 

interface of the charger shall be less than 500 nF per rail. 

1.2.5 Insulation check IMD 

Charger shall have the function of insulation check between DC output circuit and protective conductor 

to the vehicle chassis before and during charging. 

- When the vehicle connector is mated to the vehicle inlet and before the EV contactors are allowed 

to close, if there is no charging reservation, charger directly enters insulation test phase; if there is 

charging reservation, charger may select to perform the 1st insulation test before the charging 

reservation process. 

- During the charging, the charger is responsible for real-time insulation monitoring. 

Before the insulation test, charger shall measure the external (load side) voltage of DC output 

contactor (C1 and C2, see figure 1-1). If the voltage is ≥10V, charger shall stop insulation testing 

procedure, open switch S1, and send warning information. 

When insulation fault before charging, charger shall terminate the charging process, open switch S1, 
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and send warning information. 

It is recommended that both balanced grounding and unbalanced grounding testing shall be performed 

before and at the beginning of the charging; only unbalanced circuit testing is conducted during the 

rest of the charging process. 

If the required insulation resistance value is not met during charging process, charger shall trigger an 

error shutdown: 

- The pole-to-ground equivalent resistance of the testing circuit shall be no less than 80kΩ(TBD); 

- Insulation test time: <10s; 

- Test accuracy: 5%. 

1.2.6 Thermal management 

Charger shall continually monitor the temperature data of internal high-voltage system, charging cable, 

vehicle coupler, etc.; vehicle shall continually monitor the temperature data of internal high-voltage 

system, vehicle coupler, etc. If the temperature or temperature rising measured by temperature 

acquisition unit exceeds safety limit, charger and vehicle shall provide protection measures, such as 

adoption of forced liquid cooling mode, reduction of charging current or stop charging, etc. For 

example, if the measured temperature at one or both DC contact assemblies exceeds 90ºC, the 

charger shall trigger error shutdown within 9s(TBD).  

Liquid cooling medium shall adopt materials featuring environmental protection, insulation, high flash 

point and high ignition point. 

In case of failure of cooling system, charger shall either stop operation or reduce the available current 

to value for operation without thermal exchange and/or thermal transport, if such a value is given by 

the cable assembly manufacturer.  

1.2.7 Latching function 

After the vehicle connector is mated to the vehicle inlet, the vehicle inlet shall provide electrical lock to 

mitigate unintentional disconnection. The vehicle connector shall be kept latched to the vehicle inlet by 

electrical lock during energy supply. When the voltage at the inlet is less than 60 V DC between DC+ 

and DC- after the end of charging, unlock the electrical lock may be provided. 

1.2.8 Continuous continuity checking of the protective conductor  

The protective conductor continuity between the DC EV supply equipment and the vehicle shall be 

monitored continuously.  

Charger shall trigger emergency shutdown within 20ms (TBD) after a loss of electrical continuity of the 

protective conductor between DC EV supply equipment and EV. 
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When electric vehicle confirms a loss of electrical continuity of the protective conductor between DC 

EV supply equipment and EV, the charger shall trigger emergency shutdown within 20ms(TBD) after 

detecting the opening of switch S2. 

1.2.9 Contact welding 

The charger shall perform the welding detection of the EVSE contactor of power supply circuit before 

charging and the opening of DC contactor. When a false detection of the welding of one or both DC 

contactors, the charger shall trigger error shutdown, or prohibit charging, and send warning 

information. 

Vehicle shall perform the welding detection of the EV contactor of power supply circuit at the end of 

charging. When a false detection of the welding of one or both DC contactors, the vehicle shall prohibit 

charging and send warning information. 

1.2.10 Short-circuit protection 

The charger shall have short-circuit protection function for the input supply terminals. Short-circuit 

protection device shall be configured between input power supply and power module terminal. 

short-circuit device also shall be configured at single unit power module input terminal, and shall stop 

the charging process and send warning information in case of occurrence of short-circuit fault. 

The charger shall have short-circuit testing function for DC output supply terminals. The charger shall 

have a means to check for a short circuit at the cable check phase before the EV contactor is closed. If 

short circuit is detected, the charger shall trigger an error shutdown within 1s, or prohibit charging, and 

send warning information. 

Power battery circuit of electric vehicle shall have short-circuit protection device, and shall trigger error 

shutdown within 1s and send warning information in case of occurrence of short-circuit fault. 

When a failure of short-circuit during charging, the charger shall fulfil all of the following requirements:  

- limit the peak current (including transient effect) to 10 kA (TBD) or less at the contacts of the 

vehicle connector; 

- limit the I2t value to 500,000A2s(TBD) or less at the contacts of the vehicle connector; 

- Trigger an error shutdown within 1s after the detection of the short-circuit condition; 

- Prohibit start of charging, before inspection and repair.  

1.2.11 Precharging (starting current limit) 

Charger shall have starting current limit function, and adopt one of two options of anti-backfill diode 

and bypass circuit precharging. In start-of-charging phase, after electric vehicle closes the vehicle 

contactors, the charger shall check if the battery voltage is within the normal range.  
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Anti-backfill diode program: after check that battery voltage is within the normal range, the charger 

shall adjust the output voltage to the actual battery voltage minus 5V to 10V, then close the EVSE 

contactor. 

Bypass circuit precharging program: after check that battery voltage is within the normal range, the 

charger shall adjust the output voltage to the actual battery voltage minus 5V to 10V, firstly close the 

EVSE contactor C2 and then close switch Spre, close the EVSE contactor C1 after delay for a period of 

time (TBD); open the EVSE contactor C1 firstly at the end of charging, then open switch Spre and 

finally open the EVSE contactor C2. 

1.2.12 Backup protection 

The charger shall determine the real time demanded voltage and demanded current value in BCL 

message during charging. When the demanded value is higher than the maximum permissible 

charging voltage and/or maximum permissible charging current of vehicle, charger shall trigger an 

error shutdown within 1s(TBD) and send warning information. 

1.2.13 Shutdown function 

1.2.13.1 Normal shutdown 

termination of the charging process initiated by the user, by the vehicle or by the charger, and not 

caused by a failure. Details are specified in 1.3.3.7. 

1.2.13.2 Error shutdown 

termination of the charging process caused by a failure detected by the charger or the vehicle, such as 

output over-voltage, output over-current, battery over-voltage, battery cell over-voltage, battery cell 

over-temperature, over-temperature of charging interface, communication interruption, insulation fault, 

voltage mismatching, current mismatching,etc.). Details are specified in1.3.3.8.1 and 1.3.3.8.2. 

1.2.13.3 Emergency shutdown 

urgent termination of the charging process caused by a failure detected by the charger or the vehicle, 

that may present a safety hazard, such as abnormal disconnection of CC1, a loss of electrical 

continuity of the protective conductor, emergency-stop button, the opening of S1, the opening of S2, 

etc.). Details are specified in 1.3.3.8.3 and 1.3.3.8.4. 

1.2.14 Fire protection 

Flame retardant rating of the material is under consideration. TBD 

1.2.15 Backward compatibility of ChaoJi vehicle 

ChaoJi vehicle shall be charged with charger specified in appendix B of GB/T18487.1-2015. The 

backward compatibility circuit and power flow shall comply with the requirement in 1.4.3.2. When 
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ChaoJi vehicle confirms that it is connected to the charger of GB/T18487.1-2015, ChaoJi vehicle shall 

switch the communication protocol version to GB/T27930-2015 and the charging process shall comply 

the requirements of GB/T18487.1-2015 and appendix B. For example, ChaoJi vehicle shall be 

responsible for insulation check between DC output circuit and protective conductor during charging. 

1.3 Charging control pilot circuit and control principle 

1.3.1 Control pilot circuit 

The schematic block diagram of DC charging safety protection system is given in Figure 1-1. Charger 

side includes charger controller, control power supply, DC power supply circuit contactors C1 and C2, 

AC power supply input side breaker Q0, control power supply input side breaker Qc (optional), diode D 

or bypass Rpre and Spre  combination (alternative), resistors R1, R1’ and Rc, and switch S1, in which, 

resistor Rc is in vehicle connector and is used for hardware version coding; charger realizes charging 

states shifting through open/close switch S1 (charging permitted and charging prohibited). Vehicle side 

includes vehicle controller, charging circuit contactors C5 and C6, resistors R4, R4’, Rv, Rheat and 

Rload, switches S2, Sv, Sheat and Sload as well as diode D1, in which vehicle controller can be 

integrated in battery management system; Rheat and Sheat represent battery thermal management 

system, and Rheat is used for heating battery; Rload and Sload describe internal load of vehicle, such 

as air conditioner, are defined by vehicle manufacturer; vehicle realizes charging states transmit 

through open/close switch S2 (charging permitted and charging prohibited). In the entire charging 

process, charger control device shall monitor C1 and C2 status and turn them on/off, and vehicle 

controller shall monitor state of contactors C5 and C6 and turn them on/off. 
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Note 1: Diode D in the Figure prevents reverse current and applies to one-way charging, or adopts other substitute circuit 

suitable for bi-directional charging, for example, resistor Rpre (the value is TBD) and switch Spre combination circuit. Current 

reverse protection can be completed in power unit, besides charger itself equips a diode. 

Note 2: Bleeding circuit shall have switching out function, bleeding function shall not limit to conducted by charger itself and can 

also be completed in power unit. 

Note 3: Insulation testing circuit shall have switching out function. 
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Note 4: Vehicle thermal management battery heating load and control switch shall be arranged ahead of C5 and C6, TBD. 

Note 5: Switch S0 shall be closed after charging setup (for example, card swiped). In China, switch S0 shall be normally closed 

or optional for charger. 

Note 6: Switch S3 and resistor R2 shall be optional. 

Figure 1-1 DC charging system schematic diagram 

1.3.2 Parameter of control pilot circuit 

The values of the parameters for DC charging control pilot circuit are given in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1 Parameters of DC charging control pilot circuit 

Object Parameter a) Symbol Unit Nominal value 
Maximum 

value 
Minimum 

value 

Charger 

R1 equivalent resistance R1 Ω 1000 1010 990 

R1’ equivalent resistance R1’ Ω 10000 10100 9900 

Pull-up voltage U1 V 12 12.6 11.4 

S0 switch b) S0 - Normally open - - 

S1 switch S1 - Normally open - - 

voltage at Detection Point 1 (DP1)  

UDP1a V 12.00 12.60 11.40 

UDP1b V 8.98 9.50 8.46 

UDP1c V 5.99 6.41 5.58 

UDP1d V 2.95 3.23 2.68 

UDP1e V 1.54 1.74 1.34 

Vehicle connector 

Rc equivalent resistance Rc Ω 1000 1010 990 

R2 equivalent resistance b) R2 Ω 100000 101000 99000 

S3 switch b) S3 - Normally closed - - 

Electric vehicle 

R4 equivalent resistance R4 Ω 1300 1313 1287 

R4’ equivalent resistance R4’ Ω 2740 2767 2713 
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Object Parameter a) Symbol Unit Nominal value 
Maximum 

value 
Minimum 

value 

Rv equivalent resistance c) Rv Ω 1000 1010 990 

Equivalent diode voltage drop D1 - 0.7 0.85 0.55 

Pull-up voltage d) U2 V 12 12.6 11.4 

S2 switch S2 - Normally open - - 

Sv switch Sv - Normally open - - 

Voltage at Detection Point 2(DP2) 

UDP2a V 8.28 8.88 7.69 

UDP2b V 5.29 5.71 4.89 

UDP2c V 2.25 2.44 2.07 

UDP2d V 0.84 0.91 0.77 

UDP2e V 0 0 0 

Voltage at Detection Point 3 (DP3) e) 

UDP3a V 0 0 0 

UDP3b V 6 6.36 5.64 

a) Tolerances to be maintained over the full useful life and under environmental conditions. 1 %equivalent resistors commonly recommended 

b) Optional for charger manufacturers. 

c) It can be defined by vehicle manufacturer. 

d) It can be defined by vehicle manufacturer, pull-up voltage U2 shall not exceed 28V. 

e) Voltage at Detection point 3 is determined by pull-up voltage U2 and equivalent resistance Rv. 

1.3.3 Charging control process 

1.3.3.1 Once vehicle connector and vehicle inlet are mated, the vehicle shall be in 

non-drivable-status. 

 Once vehicle connector and vehicle inlet mated, the general design of vehicle should automatically 

start a certain triggering condition (for example, opening of charging flap, connection between vehicle 

connector and vehicle inlet or function triggering setup of charging button, switch and so on of vehicle), 

so that vehicle shall under non-drivable-status through interlock or other control measures. 
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1.3.3.2 Vehicle coupler connection confirmation 

After operator performs charging setup regarding charger, if switch S0 is equipped, then charger 

closes S0 after card is swiped. If switch S3 and resistor R2 are equipped, before vehicle connector and 

vehicle inlet are unmated, charger control device should check the integrity of PE circuit and CC1 

circuit in charger through the measurement of the voltage value at detection point 1. If the voltage at 

detection point 1 is 10.8V, switch S3 shall be opened and the charger is permitted to connect vehicle 

for charging. 

Charger control device checks whether vehicle connector is completely connected with vehicle inlet 

(CC1 circuit) through measurement of voltage value at detection point 1. If the voltage at detection 

point 1 is 2.95V, vehicle coupler is completely connected. Subsequently, charger control device shall 

close switch S1, and enter handshake phase to start cyclic transmission of communication handshake 

message. Currently, the voltage value at detection point 1 is 8.98V. 

Vehicle controller checks whether vehicle connector is completely connected with vehicle inlet (circuit 

CC1) through measurement of voltage value at detection point 2. If the voltage value at detection point 

2 is 8.28V, vehicle coupler is completely connected. Vehicle controller closes switch Sv, and checks 

whether vehicle connector is completely connected with vehicle inlet (CC2 circuit) and confirms that 

the charger type is ChaoJi charger through the measurement of the voltage value at detection point 3. 

After receiving charger handshake message, vehicle shall start to periodic transmit communication 

handshake message. After vehicle connector and vehicle inlet are mated, vehicle shall activate the 

electronic lock for reliable lockup, switch Sv shall be opened before charging and kept as open durging 

charging. 

1.3.3.3 Insulation check 

After the charging connector is mated to the vehicle inlet, if there is no charging reservation, charger 

directly enters insulation check phase; if there is charging reservation, charger may select to firstly 

perform the 1st time of insulation check before start of reserved charging, and open switch S1 after 

end of insulation check, enter reservation phase, and then perform the second time of insulation check 

after charging reservation time is over and before charging. The insulation check procedure is as 

follows: 

Firstly, the charger checks that the absolute value of external voltage of C1 and C2 shall be not more 

than 10V, then starts to perform insulation check, insulation output voltage shall be whichever smaller 

than one of the maximum permissible total charging voltage in vehicle communication handshake 

message and the rated voltage of charger. The charger shall perform contactor welding detection and 

DC short-circuit test; after insulation check is completed, physically separate IMD (insulation test) from 

high power circuit, and conduct bleeding. The charger should open C1 and C2 if DC output voltage 

reaches less than 60V DC. 
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1.3.3.4 Charging reservation 

Once insulation check completed, vehicle control device and charger control device may provide an 

optional charging reservation function in which communication protocols message of compatibility 

information shall support charging reservation.  Any side sets reservation, vehicle controller shall 

keep switch S2 off, charger control device shall open switch S1 and take timing according to the 

reservation strategy. The vehicle will enter sleeping state, voltage value at detection point 1 is 2.95V 

and voltage value at detection point 2 is 2.25V. When charging reservation time is over, charger control 

device will close switch S1 to wake up vehicle, currently the voltage value at detection point 1 is 8.98V 

and the voltage value at detection point 2 is 8.28V. When vehicle is ready for charging, then close 

switch S2 and enter charging parameter configuration phase, the voltage value at detection point 1 is 

5.99V and the voltage value at detection point 2 is 5.29V. 

If vehicle needs to extend reservation after waken up, then continue to keep switch S2 open, and 

inform charger of the new reservation information through communication message, and enter new 

reservation procedure. 

1.3.3.5 Ready for charging 

During charging parameter configuration phase, vehicle control device and charger control device may 

provide an optional thermal management mode in which compatibility information message shall 

support vehicle battery thermal management. During ready-for-charging phase, vehicle controller 

sends voltage demand or current demand under special work mode of BMS in the ready-for-charging 

message, i.e., ready for special work mode, DC charger control device closes C1 and C2 after charger 

detects that battery voltage at vehicle side is less than 10V, entering special work mode, and in 

accordance with demand output. Vehicle control device performs work mode shift after end of vehicle 

battery thermal management, and charger control device opens C1 and C2. 

If vehicle battery thermal management mode is not available or after end of vehicle battery thermal 

management mode, start to enter precharging. Vehicle control device closes C5 and C6 and allows the 

power supply to the EV; after charger control device detects that vehicle side battery voltage is normal 

(confirms that contactor external voltage: is within the tolerance range ≤±5% relative to communication 

message battery voltage; and is larger than the minimum output voltage of charger and smaller than 

the maximum output voltage of charger), according to configured circuit to execute the corresponding 

procedure specified in 1.2.11, and energization of the power supply to the EV. 

1.3.3.6 Charging phase 

During energy transfer stage, vehicle control device sends out battery charging demand parameter to 

charger control device timely. During charging current reducing process, △I≤20A, adjust   

current to the target value within 1s; △I>20A, adjust         

△I/dlm in (dlm in of 20A/s is the m inimum charging rate). Charger control device shall adjust the 

charging voltage and charging current according to the battery charging demand parameter in real time. 
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Furthermore, vehicle control device and charger control device shall exchange respective charging 

information with each other. 

Vehicle control device periodically monitors the voltage value of detection point 2, and DC charger 

control device periodically monitors the voltage value of detection point 1 to confirm the connection 

status of charging coupler, and the detection period shall be not more than 20ms.Charger shall 

responsible for insulation detection of DC power supply circuit to PE during charging. 

1.3.3.7 Shutdown under normal conditions 

1.3.3.7.1 Normal shutdown by the charger 

After the charger control device check if the charging end condition set by the operator has been 

reached or the operator implements the stop charging command, the charger control device 

periodically transmits the message of "Charger stop charging", after receiving the message of "BMS 

stop charging" message, open the switch S1, and control charging current descending speed of 100 

A/s at least. When the charging current is less than 5A, charger shall open C1 and C2, and conduct 

bleeding again, to make the external (load side) voltage between DC+ and DC- is less than 60 V DC, 

and voltages of DC+ between PE and DC- between PE are less than 28V DC.  

Charger control device periodically transmits the message of “Charger stop charging” after receiving 

the message of “BMS stop charging”, When the voltage value of Detection Point 1 reaches 8.98V 

means that switch S2 of vehicle side is opened, Charger opens switch S1 and control charging current 

descending speed of 100 A/s at least. After the charging current is less than 5A, charger shall open C1 

and C2, and conduct bleeding again, to make the external (load side) voltage between DC+ and DC- is 

less than 60 V DC, and voltages of DC+ between PE and DC- between PE are less than 28V DC.   

1.3.3.7.2 Normal shutdown by the vehicle 

Vehicle control device starts periodically transmit the message of “BMS stop charging” after 

determining that end-of-charging condition is met by battery management system, opens switch S2 

after receiving the message of “Charger stop charging”, and opens C5 and C6 after the charging 

current is less than 5A. 

Vehicle control device starts periodically transmit the message of “BMS stop charging” after receiving 

the message of “Charger stop charging”, opens switch S2 after voltage at detection point 2 is 0.84Vn 

means that switch S1 of charger side is opened, and opens C5 and C6 after the charging current is 

less than 5A. 

1.3.3.8 Shutdown under abnormal conditions 

1.3.3.8.1 Error shutdown by the charger 

When the charger detects a fault during charging, charger control device shall simultaneously perform 

the following procedures from detection of failure: 
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- reduce output current to 5A or less within 1s;  

- open EVSE contactor C1 and C2 and conduct bleeding within 1s, make the external (load side) 

voltage between DC+ and DC- is less than 60 V DC, and voltages of DC+ between PE and DC- 

between PE are less than 28V DC; 

- periodically transmit the message of “Charger stop charging”, open switch S1 after receiving the 

message of “BMS stop charging”. 

1.3.3.8.2 Error shutdown by the vehicle 

When the charger detects a fault during charging, vehicle control device shall simultaneously perform 

the following procedures from detection of failure: 

- open EV contactor C5 and C6 within 1s;  

- periodically transmit the message of “BMS stop charging”, and open switch S2 after receiving the 

message of “Charger stop charging”. 

1.3.3.8.3 Emergency shutdown by the charger 

When the charger detects an emergency fault or the open of switch S2 during charging, charger 

control device shall simultaneously perform the following procedures from detection of failure: 

- Open switch S1 within 20ms and then periodically transmit the message of “Charger stop 

charging”; 

- reduce output current to 5A or less within 30ms; 

- open EVSE contactor C1 and C2 and conduct bleeding within 1s, make the external (load side) 

voltage between DC+ and DC- is less than 60 V DC, and voltages of DC+ between PE and DC- 

between PE are less than 28V DC. 

1.3.3.8.4 Emergency shutdown by the vehicle 

When the vehicle detects an emergency fault or the open of switch S1 during charging, vehicle control 

device shall simultaneously perform the following procedures from detection of failure: 

- open switch S2 within 20 ms and then periodically transmit the message of “BMS stop charging”. 

- open C5 and C6 within 1s.  

1.3.4 Charging circuit principle 

1.3.4.1 IMD circuit is configured by the charger. After vehicle coupler is mated and before closing C5 

and C6, charger shall responsible for insulation check (including charging cable). The charger also 
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shall responsible for insulation check of the entire charging system during charging. When insulation 

resistor R (R is the smaller value of insulation resistance between DC+, PE and the insulation 

resistance between DC-, PE) is above 500 Ω/V, the insulation shall be considered as safe; when R is 

above 100 Ω/V but below and equal to 500 Ω/V, the abnormal insulation alarm may be triggered; while 

R is below and equal to 100 Ω/V, charging process shall be stopped. In which, U is whichever larger 

value of rated output voltage of charger and the maximum permissible charging voltage of vehicle. 

1.3.4.2 Before charging and after charger conducts the IMD, the charging output voltage shall be bleed 

in time to avoid generating a voltage surge on the battery load. After charging finishes, charger shall 

bleed the charging output voltage in time to avoid an electric shock on the operator. The parameter of 

the bleeding circuit shall be set to assure the output voltage will be less than 60 V DC within 1 s. 

1.3.4.3 Due to reasons such as the power supply failure, in case of de-energization of charging circuit 

or control circuit, charger shall open C1 and C2 within 1s or reduce vehicle coupler voltage less than 

60V DC within 1s through bleeding circuit. 

1.3.5 Charging connection control sequence 

DC charging connection process and control sequence is given in Figure 1-2. 

Note: In this sequence, S0, S3 and R2 are not available, or S0 is normal close and S3 is normal opened. 
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Signal
parameter Symbol State Unmated mated Reservation

State 0
State 1
State 2
State 3
State 4
State 5
State 6

Timing Charger
Vehicle

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T16 T17 T18 T22 T23 T24 T25 T26 T27 T28

12 12

9 9
6

3 3 3
1.5

9-D1
6-D1

3-D1 3-D1 3-D1
1.5-D1

0 0

6

0 0
Close

Open Open Open(<5A)

Close

Open Open

Close

Open Open

Enable

Enable

Enable
Cable test

Enable Enable

Disable

C1/C2 Close Close Close C1/C2
welding test welding test

Open Short-circuit test Open Open Open

Close
C5/C6 

Open welding  test Open

Cable check
Pre-charge

Battery thermal management

Cable check

Wake up Initialization and information exchange Energy transfer Shutdown

State

Switch 2 S2 Vehicle

T12~T15

Control pilot

DP1 Charger

DP2
(DP1-diode

voltage
drop 0.55V
to 0.85V)

Vehicle
9-D1

DP3 Vehicle

Switch 1 S1 Charger

Close

Switch Sv Sv Vehicle

E-Lock / Vehicle

Digital
communication S+/S- Charger
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Figure 1-2 DC charging connection and control sequence 

The description of DC charging control sequence is given in Table 1-2. 
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Table 1-2 The description of DC charging control sequence 

T0 Vehicle coupler is not connected, and electronic lock is unlocking. Switch S1 is under normal open, and the 

voltage at detection point 1 is 12V. 

T1 vehicle connector and vehicle inlet mated completely, and electronic lock is unlock, vehicle may be sleeping, 

switches S2 andSv are under normal open state, the voltage at detection point 1 is 2.95V, the voltage at 

detection point 2 is 2.25V and the voltage at detection point 3 is 0V. 

T0→T1 In the process in which vehicle connector is inserted into vehicle inlet, voltage at detection point 1 is from 12V to 

2.95V and voltage at detection point 2 is from 0V to 2.25V. 

T2 Charger closes switch S1, charger controller inspects that voltage at detection point 1 is 8.98V now, and starts 

transmission of communication handshake message. 

The vehicle is waked up by checking that the voltage at detection point 2 is 8.28V. The vehicle controller 

confirms the integrity of CC1 circuit and sends out the response messages by communication. 

T3 Vehicle controller closes switch Sv, check the integrity of CC2 circuit through the voltage at detection point 3, 

and confirms charger hardware version. If the voltage at detection point 3 is 6V, the type of the charger is 

ChaoJi charging system . 

After the hardware version is confirmed, vehicle controller shall keep the opening of switch Sv during charging. 

In other phases, Sv state is determined by vehicle manufacturer. 

T4 After the coupler mated and before insulation check, vehicle controller shall lock electronic locker. 

If vehicle or charger has charging reservation, charger may perform insulation check (optional) before start of 

reservation. Before insulation check, the charger checks that the absolute value of external voltage of C1 and 

C2 shall be not more than 10V, then starts output insulation testing voltage to perform insulation check. After 

IMD completed, bleeding circuit should be conducted and then C1 and C2 are opened.  

The charger shall perform contactor welding check and DC short-circuit test before insulation detection. 

T5 If vehicle or charger has charging reservation, charger controller shall open switch S1 and take timing according 

to the reservation strategy. The voltage at detection point 1 is 2.95V, vehicle shall keep switch S2 off and enters 

sleeping phase, the voltage at detection point 2 is 2.25V. 

T6 When charging reservation time is over, charger control device shall close switch S1 to wake up vehicle, 

currently the voltage value at detection point 1 is 8.98V and the voltage value at detection point 2 is 8.28V. The 
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vehicle continues to send out communication messages. 

If vehicle needs to extend reservation after waken up, then continue to keep switch S2 open, and inform charger 

of the new reservation information through communication message, and enter new reservation procedure. 

T7 When vehicle is ready for charging, then close switch S2 and enter charging parameter configuration phase, the 

voltage value at detection point 1 is 5.99V and the voltage value at detection point 2 is 5.29V. The vehicle and 

the charger are both ready for charging. 

If neither the vehicle nor the charger has charging reservation function (T5->T6 procedure not available) or 

charging reservation time is over, vehicle controller closes switch S2, the voltage value at detection point 1 is 

5.99V and the voltage value at detection point 2 is 5.29V. 

T8 Before starting of charging, charger shall perform insulation check. Before insulation check, the charger checks 

that the absolute value of external voltage of C1 and C2 shall be not more than 10V, then starts output insulation 

testing voltage to perform insulation check. After IMD completed, bleeding circuit should be conducted and then 

C1 and C2 are opened. 

T9 The charger starts to perform insulation check, insulation output voltage shall be whichever smaller than one of 

the maximum permissible total charging voltage in vehicle communication handshake message and the rated 

voltage of charger. After insulation check is completed, physically separate IMD (insulation test) from high 

power circuit.   

T8→T9 The charger shall perform contactor welding detection and DC short-circuit test before insulation check is 

completed. 

T10 conduct bleeding. 

T11 When the bleeding is completed, bleeding circuit switch is opened; charger controller should open C1 and C2 if 

DC output voltage reaches less than 60V DC. 

T12 If both vehicle and charger support thermal management mode, in charging parameter configuration phase, 

before vehicle contactors C5 and C6 are closed, vehicle and charger are under special work mode. DC charger 

control device closes C1 and C2 after charger detects that battery voltage at vehicle side is less than 10V, 

entering special work mode, and in accordance with demand output voltage or current. 

T12→T15 Special work mode (vehicle battery thermal management), special current working mode or special voltage 

working mode. 
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T16 During charging parameters configuration phase, the vehicle is ready for charging and closes C5 and C6. 

T17 Charger control device detects that vehicle side battery voltage is normal (confirms that contactor external 

voltage: is within the tolerance range ≤±5% relative to communication message battery voltage; and is larger 

than the minimum output voltage of charger and smaller than the maximum output voltage of charger), 

according to configured circuit to execute the corresponding procedure specified in 1.2.11.  

T18 Charger closes contactors C1 and C2, and energization of the power supply to the EV. 

T19→T21 During energy transfer stage, Charger control device shall adjust the charging voltage and charging current 

according to the battery charging demand parameter in real time, and exchange respective charging information 

with each other. 

T22 When the charging reaches a stopping condition, charger control device periodically transmits the message of 

“Charger stop charging”, and controls charging current descending speed of 100 A/s at least. Vehicle control 

device starts to periodically transmit the message of “BMS stop charging”. 

T23 Charger controller opens switch S1, the voltage at detection point 1 is 1.54V. 

T24 When the charging current is less than 5A, charger shall open C1 and C2, and conduct bleeding again. The 

vehicle opens switch S2, the voltage value at detection point 1 is 2.95V and the voltage value at detection point 

2 is 2.25V. 

T25 At the end of charging, the vehicle performs welding check for contactor C5 and C6. 

T26 The vehicle opens C5 and C6 after the charging current is less than 5A. 

T27 After the end of charging, electronic lock can be unlocked. 

T28 Completely pull out vehicle connector, the voltage at detection point 1 is 12V, the voltage at detection point 2 is 

0V and the voltage at detection point 3 is 0V. 

1.3.6 Charging flow  

Table 1-3 indicates the pilot voltage range based on components values in Tables 1-1  

Note: In this table, S0, S3 and R2 are not available, or S0 is normal close and S3 is normal opened. 
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Table 1-3 Control pilot circuit states 

Charging state 
Udp1 

V 

Udp2 

V 

Udp3 

V 
Connection state S1 S2 Sv Description 

A 12 0 0 Unconnected Open Open Open Standby mode 

B 

2.95 2.25 6/0 Connected Open Open Close/Open 
fully mated 

End of charging 

2.95 2.25 6/0 Connected Open Open Close/Open charging reservation 

C 

8.98 8.28 6 Connected Close Open Close Charger ready 

8.98 8.28 6/0 Connected Close Open Close/Open wake up, reservation is over 

8.98 8.28 0 Connected Close Open Open shutdown by vehicle 

D 5.99 5.29 0 Connected Close Close Open charging process 

E 1.54 0.84 0 Connected Open Close Open shutdown by charger 

See figure 1-3 for state diagrams. 
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Figure 1-3  State diagram for typical control pilot (detection point 1) 
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Table 1-4 indicates the principle sequences and transitions from one state to another with the 

timing requirements where applicable. 

Table 1-4  List of sequences for control pilot circuit state  

Time sequence State or 

transition 

Condition Remarks 

1.1 

Connected 

State A Vehicle is not connected, the voltage at detection point 1 is 12V and the 

voltage at detection point 2 is 0V; 
 

State A→State 

B 

Vehicle is connected with charger through charging cable, charger check the 

integrity of CC1 circuit through measuring the voltage at detection point 1 is 

from 12V to 2.95V; 

Vehicle may be under sleeping state, activated vehicle detects the voltage at 

detection point 2 is from 0V to 2.25V, voltage at detection point 3 is 0V. 

 

1.2 

Connected 

(Close S1) 

State B→State 

C 

Charger closes switch S1, voltage at detection point 1 is from 2.95V to 

8.98V, and starts sending out communication handshake message; 

Voltage at detection point 2 is from 2.25V to 8.28V, the vehicle is waked up, 

and check the integrity of CC1 circuit through measuring voltage at detection 

point 2, and makes response to communication at the same time; 

Vehicle closes switch Sv, check the integrity of CC2 circuit through 

measuring voltage at detection point 3, If the voltage value of detection point 

3 is 6V then deems the charger type is ChaoJi charger. 

 

State C Charger and vehicle complete charging parameter configuration and 

information exchange; compatibility information is exchanged by messages, 

determine whether both sides support additional functions, such as thermal 

management, reservation and etc. 

 

2.1 

Disconnect after 

State B→State 

A 

(State C→State 

Before charging, if vehicle coupler disconnected or CC1 circuit broken, the 

voltage at detection point 1 will be changed from 2.95V (8.98V or 1.54V) 

to12V measured by the charger. There is not permitted to charging. 
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Time sequence State or 

transition 

Condition Remarks 

mated A, State 

E→State A) 

Before charging, if the voltage at detection point 2 is from 2.25V (8.28V or 

0.84V) to 0V and the voltage at detection point 3 is from 6V to 0V measured 

by the vehicle. There is not permitted to charging. 

Disconnection 

during charging 

State D→State 

A 

During charging, When the charger detects the following emergency fault, 

charger control device shall simultaneously perform the following procedures 

from detection of failure: Open switch S1 within 20ms and then periodically 

transmit “charger stop charging message” periodic; reduce output current to 

5A or less within 30ms;open EVSE contactor C1 and C2 and conduct 

bleeding within 1s, make the external (load side) voltage between DC+ and 

DC- is less than 60 V DC, and voltages of DC+ between PE and DC- 

between PE are less than 28V DC. 

Vehicle shall simultaneously perform the following procedures from detection 

of failure: open switch S2 within 20 ms and then periodically transmit the 

message of “BMS stop charging”; open C5 and C6 within 1s. 

1. CC1 circuit is broken; 2. The vehicle connector disconnected from the EV 

supply equipment under load; 3. the vehicle connector disconnected from 

the vehicle inlet not under load, etc. 

 

3.1 

Start up reservation 

State C→State 

B 

If vehicle or charger has charging reservation, after performing insulation 

check (optional) including charging cable, charger opens switch S1, voltage 

at detection point 1 is from 8.98V to 2.95V; and vehicle keeps switch S2 

opened. 

Optional 

function 

3.2 

Reservation (vehicle 

sleeping) 

State B Vehicle is under sleeping mode; charger takes timing according to the 

reservation strategy. 
Optional 

function 

3.3 

End of reservation 

State B→State 

C 

When charging reservation time is over, charger control device shall close 

switch S1 to wake up vehicle, voltage at detection point 1 is from 2.95V to 

Optional 

function 
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Time sequence State or 

transition 

Condition Remarks 

(charger is ready) 8.98V, charger is ready for charging, and informs vehicle through message; 

Voltage at detection point 2 is 8.28V, vehicle shall be waked up and 

continues to send out communication messages. 

4 

Enter charging 

(vehicle is ready) 

State C→State 

D 

If neither the vehicle nor the charger has charging reservation function or 

charging reservation time is over, vehicle controller closes switch S2, vehicle 

is ready for charging, voltage at detection point 1 is from 8.98V to 5.99V and 

voltage at detection point 2 is from 8.28V to 5.29V; 

 

State D The voltage at detection point 1 is 5.99V and the voltage at detection point 2 

is 5.29V, vehicle and charger shall permit charging. Vehicle shall open 

switch Sv before energy transfer. 

 

5 

Charger shutdown 

State D→State 

E 

During charging, when the charger reaches the condition for normal 

shutdown (see 1.2.13.1), error shutdown (see 1.2.13.2) or emergency 

shutdown (see 1.2.13.3), charger shall open switch S1 (voltage at detection 

point 1 is from 5.99V to 1.54V) and preform relevant procedures (according 

to1.3.3.7.1; 1.3.3.8.1 and 1.3.3.8.3). 

 

6 

Vehicle stops 

charging in 

response to charger 

State E→State 

B 

During charging, when the vehicle detects that voltage at detection point 2 is 

from 5.29V to 0.84V or receives the message of “charger stop charging”, 

charger shall perform relevant charging stop procedure: open switch S2 

(voltage at detection point 2 is from 0.84V to 2.25V), transmits the message 

of “BMS stop charging”. 

 

7 

Vehicle shutdown 

State D→State 

C 

During charging, when the vehicle reaches the condition for normal 

shutdown (see 1.2.13.1), error shutdown (see 1.2.13.2) or emergency 

shutdown (see 1.2.13.3), vehicle shall perform relevant procedures and open 

switch S2 (voltage at detection point 2 is from 5.29V to 8.28V)  

 

8 State C→State During charging, when the charger detects that voltage at detection point 1 is 

from 5.99V to 8.98V or receives the message of “BMS stop charging”, 
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Time sequence State or 

transition 

Condition Remarks 

Charger stops 

charging in 

response to vehicle 

B charger shall perform relevant procedures and opens switch S1 (detection 

point 1 is from 8.98V to 2.95V), transmits the message of “Charger stop 

charging”. 

1.4 Compatibility 

1.4.1 General 

This clause specifies the solution of backward compatibility (compatibility with currently existing DC 

charger) and forward compatibility (e.g. compatibility with the charger which supports future Ethernet 

communication), with adaptor solution for physical connection conversion and hardware coding for 

type recognition 

1.4.2 Adaptor 

Under the circumstance where assignment and authorization are given by vehicle manufacturer, it is 

permitted to use vehicle adaptor for connection of vehicle connector and vehicle inlet. The control pilot 

circuit of above-mentioned adaptor shall meet the requirements of this clause. Markings on the adaptor 

shall indicate the specific use conditions permitted by manufacturer, for example, the adaptor can be 

used for ChaoJi electric vehicle charging with chargers of CHAdeMO 2.0 and lower versions in Japan, 

chargers of GB/T 2015 version in China and CCS chargers in Europe and America. 

Note: More detailed requirements on adaptor are being considered. 

Various style of vehicle adaptor is shown in Figure 1-4, one end of the adaptor shall be DC charging 

vehicle inlet which is in compliance with the requirements of relevant standards (for example, 

CHAdeMO 2.0 and lower versions, GB/T 20234.3-2015 and IEC 62196-3), and the other end is vehicle 

connector which is in compliance with the requirements of Clause 3. 

- Type A: Integral adaptor excluding intermediate cable. See Figure 1-4 a, 

- Type B: Switch-over adaptor including intermediate cable. See Figure 1-4 b. 
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CHAdeMO2.0 and lower version / GB/T 20234.3 / CCS 
Vehicle inlet 

ChaoJi vehicle connector 

CHAdeMO2.0 and lower version / 
GB/T 20234.3 / CCS 

Vehicle inlet 

ChaoJi vehicle connector 

 

a. Type A       b. Type B 

Figure 1-4  types of the adaptor  

The designed control pilot circuit of adaptor is shown in Figure 1-5. In which, combination of Rc’ and 

Rc’’ is used as hardware coding (equal to Rc in vehicle connector specified in clause 3). The resistance 

value of Rc’ and Rc’’ varies in different adaptor which is used for connecting ChaoJi electric vehicle 

with different chargers of different systems, thus the voltage at detection point 3 varies after connecting 

different adaptor and charger with ChaoJi electric vehicle. The ChaoJi electric vehicle can recognize 

the type of adaptor and charger by detecting voltage at detection point 3. The recommended 

combination of coding is shown in Table 1-5. 

 

Rc’

adaptor

PE

Charger

CC2

ChaoJi vehicle

Detection 
Point 3Rc’’

CC1 … 

… 

… 

… 

Detection 
Point 1

 

Figure 1-5 Adaptor circuit principle 

 

 

 

Table 1-5 The recommended combination of adaptor coding in different systems 
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Type 

Vehicle 
connector Adaptor 

Voltage at detection point 3 1 

/V 

Only adaptor is connected 
with vehicle Complete connection 

Rc /Ω Rc’/Ω Rc”/Ω min type max min type max 

CHAdeMO adaptor - 200 100 2.59 2.77 2.95 1.85 2 2.15 

CCS1 adaptor - 2100 360 8.06 8.53 9.01 3.54 4 4.32 

CCS2 adaptor - 300 250 3.99 4.26 4.53 3.75 4 4.26 

ChaoJi adaptor 1000 - - - - - 5.64 6 6.36 

GB 2015 adaptor - 1000 1500 8.10 8.57 9.05 7.54 8 8.46 

Reservation 5000 - - - - - 9.47 10 10.53 

Note 1: For detection point 3 voltage shown in this table, the recommended voltage U2 is 12V and Rv is 1,000Ω. 

Note 2: Tolerances to be maintained over the full useful life and under environmental conditions. 1 %equivalent resistors commonly recommended. 

1.4.3 Solution for different charging systems 

1.4.3.1 Control pilot circuit and charging sequence for backward compatibility with CHAdeMO 

charger  

Control pilot circuit for connection between charger of CHAdeMO 2.0 and lower versions in Japan and 

ChaoJi vehicle with CHAdeMO adaptor is shown in Figure 1-6.the configuration of the adaptor control 

pilot circuit is shown in Table 1-6 
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Figure 1-6  Control pilot circuit for backward compatibility between ChaoJi vehicle and 

CHAdeMO 2.0 and lower with CHAdeMO vehicle adaptor 

Table 1-6 Circuit parameters of CHAdeMO adaptor 

Parameter Symbol Unit Nominal value Maximum value Minimum value 

Rc’ equivalent resistance Rc’ Ω 200 202 198 

Rc’’ equivalent resistance Rc’’ Ω 100 101 99 

Rd equivalent resistance Rd Ω 400 404 396 

Note: Based on such configuration, it is impossible to enable the vehicle wake-up by closing d1. Charger functions such as 

timing and reservation will not be applicable. 

The charging sequence of ChaoJi vehicle with CHAdeMO 2.0 and lower versions system is shown in 

Figure 1-7. 
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Unmated

CHAdeMO 2.0 and lower versions ChaoJi vehicle

Activated/sleeping

Connect adaptor

fully connected

Close Sv

2V at detection 
point 3?

6V at detection 
point 3?

Open Sv, may be 
into sleeping

Close d1

woken up

Switch to 
CHAdeMO2.0, i.e., 
S2 switch to R4c

Cable check

Close d2

Charging procedure of CHAdeMO 2.0 
and lower versions

Start of CAN 
communication, 
CHAdeMO 2.0

Start of CAN 
communication, 
CHAdeMO 2.0

Open Sv before 
charging

Start of CAN 
communication, 
ChaoJi protocol

ChaoJi charging procedure

No No Vehicle is connected 
with non-CHAdeMO/ 

non-ChaoJi charger or 
connection fault

Charging start 
signal “ON”

Switch to ChaoJi, 
i.e., close S2' 

S2 switch to R4 
after charging is 

ready

woken up

Yes, CHAdeMO 2.0 Yes, ChaoJi

 

Figure 1-7 Charging sequence of ChaoJi vehicle with CHAdeMO system 

1.4.3.2 Control pilot circuit and charging sequence for backward compatibility with GB 2015 

charger  

Control pilot circuit for connection between the charger specified in Annex B of GB/T 18487.1-2015 

and ChaoJi vehicle with GB2015 adaptor is shown in Figure 1-8, the configuration of the adaptor 

control pilot circuit is shown in Table 1-7 
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GBT 2015 charger ChaoJi vehicle inlet
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Figure 1-8 Control pilot circuit for backward compatibility between ChaoJi vehicle and GB 

2015 charger with GB 2015 vehicle adaptor 

Table 1-7 Circuit parameters of GB 2015 adaptor  

Parameter Symbol Unit Nominal value Maximum value Minimum value 

Rc’ equivalent resistance Rc’ Ω 1,000 1,010 990 

Rc’’ equivalent resistance Rc’’ Ω 1,500 1,515 1,485 

The charging sequence of ChaoJi vehicle with GB 2015 charger is shown in Figure 1-9. 
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Unmated

Charger specified in Annex B of GB/T 
18487.1-2015 ChaoJi vehicle

Activated/sleeping

Connect adaptor

fully connected

woken up

Close Sv

8V at detection 
point 3?

6V at detection 
point 3?

Open Sv before 
charging

4V at detection 
point 1?

Cable check

GB/T 18487.1-2015 charging procedure

Start of CAN 
communication, GB/T 

27930-2015

Open Sv before 
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Start of CAN 
communication, 

ChaoJi

ChaoJi charging procedure

Yes

No

Yes, GB 2015 Yes, ChaoJi

No No Vehicle is 
connected with 
non-GB/T/ non-

ChaoJi charger or 
connection fault

Start of CAN 
communication, 

GB/T 27930-2015

Switch to GB/T 
2015, i.e., S2 
switch to R4c'

Switch to ChaoJi, 
i.e., Close S2'

S2 switch to R4 
after charging is 

ready

 

Figure 1-9 Charging sequence of the ChaoJi vehicle with GB 2015 charger  

1.4.3.3 Control pilot circuit and charging sequence for backward compatibility with CCS 

charger 

Control pilot circuit of connection between the CCS1 charger and ChaoJi vehicle with CCS1 adaptor is 

shown in Figure 1-10, the configuration of the adaptor control pilot circuit is shown in Table 1-8. 

 
Detection point 3 

Detection point 2 Detection point 1 

 CCS1 charger Vehicle connector CCS1 adaptor ChaoJi vehicle inlet ChaoJi vehicle 

Detection point PP 

 

Figure 1-10 Control pilot circuit for backward compatibility between ChaoJi vehicle and CCS1 

charger with CCS1 vehicle adaptor 
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Table 1-8  Circuit parameters of CCS1 adaptor  

Parameter Symbol Unit Nominal value Maximum value Minimum value 

Rc’ equivalent resistance Rc’ Ω 2,100 2,121 2,079  

Rc’’ equivalent resistance Rc’’ Ω 360 363.6  356.4  

Control pilot circuit connection between the CCS2 charger and ChaoJi vehicle with CCS2 adaptor is 

shown in Figure 1-11.the configuration of the adaptor control pilot circuit is shown in Table 1-9. 

 

Detection point 3 

Detection point 2 Detection point 1 

CCS2 charger Vehicle connector CCS2 adaptor ChaoJi vehicle inlet ChaoJi vehicle 

 

Figure 1-11  Control pilot circuit for backward compatibility between ChaoJi vehicle and 

CCS2 charger with CCS2 vehicle adaptor 

Table 1-9  Circuit parameters of CCS2 adaptor  

Parameter Symbol Unit Nominal value Maximum value Minimum value 

Rc’ equivalent resistance Rc’ Ω 300 303 297 

Rc’’ equivalent resistance Rc’’ Ω 250 252.5  247.5  

The charging sequence of ChaoJi vehicle with CCS charger is shown in Figure 1-12. 
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Unmated

CCS charger ChaoJi vehicle

Activated/sleeping

Connect adaptor

fully connected

woken up 

Close Sv

4V at detection 
point 3?

6V at detection 
point 3?

1.51V at PP?

CCS charging procedure

Open Sv before 
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Start of CAN 
communication, 
ChaoJi protocol

ChaoJi charging procedure

Yes

No
Yes, CCS Yes, ChaoJi

No No
Vehicle is 

connected with 
non-CCS/ non-

ChaoJi charger or 
connection fault

Switch to CCS, i.e., 
close Sv' 

Note: Only for CCS1 charger

Close S2 after 
charging is ready

PLC communicationPLC communication

6V at detection 
point 1?

Yes

No Close S2 after 
charging is ready

 

Figure 1-12 Charging sequence of the ChaoJi vehicle with CCS charger  

1.4.3.4 Control pilot circuit for universal backward compatibility 

The control pilot circuit for the global universal compatibility between ChaoJi vehicle with CHAdeMO, 

GB/T, CCS1 & CCS2 chargers is shown in Figure 1-13, and circuit configuration is shown in Table 

1-10. 
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Figure 1-13 Control pilot circuit for global universal ChaoJi vehicle 

Table 1-10 Configuration of the control pilot circuit for global universal vehicle 

Charger type 

ChaoJi vehicle 

Switch S2’ Switch S2 Switch Sv Switch Sv’ 

CHAdeMO2.0 and lower versions + adaptor Open Position 0,2 Open/Close Open 

CCS1+ adaptor Close Position 0,1 Open/Close Open/Close 

CCS2+ adaptor Close Position 0,1 Open/Close Open/Close 

ChaoJi charger Close Position 0,1 Open/Close Open 

GB2015+ adaptor Open Position 0,3 Open/Close Open 

The control pilot circuit for universal backward compatibility of ChaoJi vehicle with chargers in China 

and Japan is shown in Figure 1-14, and configuration of this control pilot circuit is shown in Table 1-11. 
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Figure 1-14 Control pilot circuit for China-Japan universal ChaoJi vehicle  

Table 1-11  Configuration of the control pilot circuit for China-Japan universal ChaoJi vehicle  

Charger type 

ChaoJi vehicle 

Switch S2’ Switch S2 Switch Sv 

CHAdeMO2.0 and lower version + adaptor Open Position 0,2 Open/Close 

ChaoJi adaptor Close Position 0,1 Open/Close 

GB2015+ adaptor Open Position 0,3 Open/Close 

The control pilot circuit for universal backward compatibility of ChaoJi vehicle with chargers in China, 

EU and US is shown in Figure 1-15, and circuit configuration is shown in Table 1-12. 
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Figure 1-15  Control pilot circuit for China- Europe-America universal ChaoJi vehicle  
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Table 1-12 Configuration of control pilot circuit for China- Europe-America universal ChaoJi 

vehicle  

Charger type 

ChaoJi vehicle 

Switch S2’ Switch S2 Switch Sv Switch Sv’ 

CCS1+ adaptor Close Position 0,1 Open/Close Open/Close 

CCS2+ adaptor Close Position 0,1 Open/Close Open/Close 

ChaoJi charger Close Position 0,1 Open/Close Open 

GB2015+ adaptor Open Position 0,2 Open/Close Open 

1.4.3.5 Forward compatibility circuit and charging sequence 

1.4.3.5.1 Control pilot circuit for expansion of communication  

ChaoJi system shall have forward compatibility function. A certain reserved resistance value of Rc can 

support to future communication mode such as Ethernet, see Figure 1-16, TBD. ChaoJi charger with 

expansion function can switch communication mode between Ethernet and CAN by switching Sc. 
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Figure 1-16 Control pilot circuit for forward compatibility  

Table 1-13 Configuration of the control pilot circuit for forward compatibility 

Parameter Symbol Unit Nominal value Maximum Minimum Description 
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value value 

Re equivalent resistance Re Ω 5000 5050 4950 Place Sc on position 1, Ethernet 

Rc equivalent resistance Rc Ω 1000 1010 990 Place Sc on position 2, CAN 

1.4.3.4.2 Control pilot circuit for V2X function (based on auxiliary power supply via CC2) 

The control pilot circuit is mainly used for vehicle to provide control (auxiliary) power supply via CC2 to 

equipment without its own external power supply, such as portable V2G equipment. The control pilot 

circuit shown in Figure 1-17, and the charging flow is shown Figure 1-18. 
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Figure 1-17 Control pilot circuit for V2X function 
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Figure 1-18 Charging sequence for V2X function 
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Part 2 ChaoJi Communication Protocol 

(Tentative version, used for ChaoJi demonstration project only!) 

2.1 General 

The communication protocol defined in this White Paper is the tentative version and only used for 

ChaoJi demonstration project. The version number is V1.11.  

Compared to GB/T 27930-2015, the main additional or modified parts include: 

1) Range of charging current has been modified; 

2) Communication protocol version of EV has been added in handshake phase, to optimize the 

version negotiation procedure in the beginning of communication; 

3) Interaction procedure of function compatibility information, to support discharge, thermal 

management (specific mode) and reservation, has been added; 

4) Parameters required for discharge procedure have been added; 

5) Interaction procedure of thermal management (specific mode) has been added; 

6) Definition of stop-charging message has been modified. 

2.2 Physical layer 

The physical layer of equipment adopting this standard shall comply with the provisions on the physical 

layer in ISO 11898-1:2003 and SAE J1939-11:2006. The communication between the charger and the 

vehicle shall use a CAN interface independent of the powertrain control system, and the baud rate 

should be 250kbit/s. 

2.3 Data link layer 

2.3.1 Frame format 

The equipment adopting this standard shall use the 29-bit identifier of CAN extended frame, and the 

corresponding definition of the specific allocation of each bit shall comply with the relevant regulations 

in SAE J1939-21: 2006. 

2.3.2 Protocol Data Unit (PDU) 

Each CAN data frame contains one single Protocol Data Unit (PDU), see Table 2-1. Protocol Data Unit 

consists of seven parts, which are respectively priority, reserved bit, data page, PDU format, PDU 

specific, source address and data field. 
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Table 2-1 Protocol Data Unit (PDU) 

    

R 

D                           …   

 P P PF PS SA DATA 

Bit-> 3 1 1 8 8 8 0-64 

 

Data format requirements: 

1. P is Priority: set from the highest 0 to the lowest 7. 

2. R is reserved bit: for future use, it is set as 0 in this standard. 

3. DP is Data Page: the secondary page used to select the description of the parameter group, it is set as 0 in this standard. 

4. PF is PDU format: used to determine PDU format and parameter group number corresponding to data field. 

5. PS is a PDU specific format: PS value depends on PDU format. In this standard, it adopts PDU1 format and PS value is the Destination 
address. 

6. SA is Source Address: the source address to send this message. 

7. DATA is data field: if the data length of given parameter group is ≤ 8-byte, transmission shall be performed in accordance with message length 
specified in clause 9 of this standard. However, if the data length of given parameter group is in a range of 9 ~ 1,785 byte, it requires multiple 
CAN data frames for data transmission. For more information about Transport Protocol Function, please refer to the 2.3.5 of this standard. 

2.3.3 Protocol Data Unit (PDU) format 

Selects PDU1 format defined in SAE J1939-21: 2006. 

2.3.4 Parameter Group Number (PGN) 

The second byte of PGN is the value of PDU format (PF), and the most significant byte and the least 

significant byte are 00H. 

2.3.5 Transport Protocol Function 

Transmission of 9~1,785 byte data between BMS and charger shall use Transport Protocol Functions. 

Connection initialization, data transfer, and connection close shall comply with the requirements of 

message transmission of 5.4.7 and 5.10 in SAE J1939-21:2006. For multi-frame message, Message 

period shall be the transmitting cycle of entire data packets. 

2.3.6 Allocation of address 

Network address is used to guarantee the uniqueness of information identifier and indicate the source 

of information. The charger and BMS are defined as non-configurable address, which means that the 

address is fixed in ECU program codes, and any means, including service tools, cannot change its 

address. Address assigned for charger and BMS are shown in Table 2-2. 
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Table 2-2 Allocation of address of charger and BMS 

Device Preferred address 

Charger 86(56H) 

BMS 244(F4H) 

2.4 Application layer 

2.4.1 Classification of messages 

2.4.1.1 Charging handshake phase 

The charging handshake phase is divided into the starting phase and the recognition phase. 

Handshake starting phase begins after completion of physical connection between charger and BMS 

and power-on. The two parties exchange version message, discharge compatibility information and 

identification message, to confirm necessary information of charging handshake. Messages in 

charging handshake phase shall comply with the requirements of Table 2-3. 

Table 2-3 Message classification in charging handshake phase 

Message code Message description 
PGN 

(Dec) 

PGN 

(Hex) 
Priority 

Data length 

byte 

Message period 

ms 
Source address -Destination address 

CHM Charger communication protocol version 9728 002600H 6 3 250 Charger-BMS 

BVM BMS communication protocol version 10240 002800H 6 3 250 BMS-Charger 

CDC Charger compatibility information 10496 002900H 6 3 250 Charger-BMS 

BDC BMS compatibility information 12288 003000H 6 3 250 BMS-Charger 

CRM Charger recognition parameter 256 000100H 6 8 250 Charger-BMS 

BRM BMS recognition parameter 512 000200H 7 49 250 BMS-Charger 

2.4.1.2 Charging parameter configuration phase 

After the charging handshake phase is completed, the charger and BMS enter into the charging 
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parameter configuration phase. The charger will transmit the message of charger’s maximum output 

capacity to the BMS, BMS will send traction battery charging parameter to charger, the two parties 

determine whether it is possible to perform charging, and charger completes insulation monitoring 

during this period. After insulation monitoring is completed, charger will send charging or discharging 

requirement to BMS. Messages in charging parameter configuration phase shall comply with the 

requirements of Table 2-4. 

Table 2-4 Message classification in charging parameter configuration phase 

2.4.1.3 Charging phase 

After the charging configuration phase is completed, the charger and BMS enter into charging phase. 

In the entire charging phase, BMS transmits real-time charging demands to the charger. The charger 

will adjust charging voltage and current according to the charging demands of battery to ensure a 

smooth charging process. During the charging, charger and BMS exchange respective charging states. 

In addition, the BMS transmits specific state information and voltage, temperature and other 

information of cells to the charger according to the demands. BMV, BMT and BSP are optional 

messages, whose timeout judgement will not be performed by charger. 

The BMS judges whether to end charging according to whether the charging process is normal, 

whether the battery state meets the charging ending condition(s)  pre-set by BMS and whether the 

charging stop message is received from the charger; the charger determines whether to end charging 

according to whether the charging process is normal, whether it reaches the artificially specified 

Message code Message description 
PGN 

(Dec) 

PGN 

(Hex) 
Priority 

Data length 

byte 

Message period 

ms 
Source address -Destination address 

BCP Battery charge parameter 1536 000600H 7 19 500 BMS-Charger 

CTS Charger time synchronization 1792 000700H 6 7 500 Charger-BMS 

CML Charger max/min output parameter 2048 000800H 6 8 250 Charger-BMS 

CCD 
charging or discharging 

requirement  
2816 000B00H 6 1 250 Charger-BMS 

BRO Battery charging readiness state 2304 000900H 4 1 250 BMS-Charger 

CRO Charger output readiness state 2560 000A00H 4 1 250 Charger-BMS 
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charging parameters value, or whether it receives the BMS stop charging message. Messages in 

charging phase shall comply with the requirements of Table 2-5. 

Table 2-5 Message classification in charging phase 

Message code Message description 
PGN 

(Dec) 

PGN 

(Hex) 
Priority 

Data length 

byte 
Message period Source address -Destination address 

BCL Battery charging demand 4096 001000H 6 5 50ms BMS-Charger 

BCS Battery charge status 4352 001100H 7 11 250ms BMS-Charger 

CCS Charger charge state 4608 001200H 6 7 50ms Charger-BMS 

BSM Battery cell status 4864 001300H 6 7 250ms BMS-Charger 

BMV Battery cell voltage 5376 001500H 7 unspecified 10s BMS-Charger 

BMT Battery cell temperature 5632 001600H 7 unspecified 10s BMS-Charger 

BSP Battery reserved message 5888 001700H 7 unspecified 10s BMS-Charger 

BST BMS stop charging 6400 001900H 4 4 10ms BMS-Charger 

CST Charger stop charging 6656 001A00H 4 4 10ms Charger-BMS 

2.4.1.4 Charge ending phase 

When the charger and the BMS stop charging, the BMS will transmit the charging statistical data of the 

entire charging process to the charger, including final SOC, minimum and maximum voltage of battery 

cell. After receiving the charging statistical data of BMS, the charger transmits the information of the 

entire charging process, such as output energy, accumulative charge time to BMS. Message in charge 

ending phase shall comply with the requirements of Table 2-6. 

Table 2-6 Message classification in charge ending phase 

Message code Message description 
PGN 

(Dec) 

PGN 

(Hex) 
Priority 

Data length 

byte 

Message period 

ms 
Source address -Destination address 
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Message code Message description 
PGN 

(Dec) 

PGN 

(Hex) 
Priority 

Data length 

byte 

Message period 

ms 
Source address -Destination address 

BSD BMS statistical data 7168 001C00H 6 7 250 BMS-Charger 

CSD Charger statistical data 7424 001D00H 6 8 250 Charger-BMS 

2.4.1.5 Error messages 

During the entire charging phase, when BMS or charger detects an error, an error message will be sent. 

Error messages shall comply with the requirements of Table 2-7. 

Table 2-7 Classification of error messages 

Message code Message description 
PGN 

(Dec) 

PGN 

(Hex) 
Priority 

Data length 

byte 

Message period 

ms 
Source address - Destination address 

BEM BMS receiving error 7680 001E00H 2 4 250 BMS-Charger 

CEM Charger receiving error 7936 001F00H 2 5 250 Charger-BMS 

2.4.2 Formats and contents of messages 

2.4.2.1 Charging handshake phase messages 

1) PGN9728 Charger communication protocol version (CHM) 

Message function: After completion of physical connection between charger and electric vehicle and 

power on, and voltage detection is normal, charging handshake message is transmitted by the charger 

to BMS on a 250ms cycle, used for confirmation of normal handshake between two parties. For 

PGN9728 message formats, see Table 2-8. 

Table 2-8 PGN9728 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 3-byte 2600 

Charger communication protocol version number, this 

version is expressed as: byte3, byte2-0101H; 

byte1-01H 

M 
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M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

2) PGN10240 BMS communication protocol version (BVM) 

Message function: After BMS receives PGN9728 charger version message, BMS transmits BMS 

version message to the charger on a 250ms cycle, if the protocol version is consistent then continue; 

otherwise, BMS transmits an error message and exits the current charging session. For PGN10240 

message formats, see Table 2-9. 

Table 2-9 PGN10240 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 3-byte 2800 
BMS communication protocol version number, this version is 

expressed as: byte3, byte2-0101H; byte1-01H 
M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

3) PGN10496 Charger compatibility information (CDC) 

Message function: After charger receives PGN10240 BMS version message, charger sends charger 

discharge compatibility information to BMS on a 250ms cycle. For PGN10496 message formats, see 

Table 2-10. 

Table 2-10 PGN10496 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 2900 Charger support discharging or not (00 Supported; 01 Not supported) M 

2 1-byte 2901 
Charger support thermal management mode or not (00 Supported; 01 Not 

supported) 
M 

3 1-byte 2902 Charger support reservation or not (00 Supported; 01 Not supported) M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

4) PGN12288 BMS Compatibility information (BDC) 
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Message function: After BMS receives PGN10496 charger compatibility information, BMS sends BMS 

compatibility information to charger on a 250ms cycle, and both parties check and confirm the 

compatibility functions. For PGN12288 message formats, see Table 2-11. 

Table 2-11 PGN12288 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 3000 BMS support discharging or not (00 Supported; 01 Not supported) M 

2 1-byte 3001 
BMS support thermal management mode or not (00 Supported; 01 Not 

supported) 
M 

3 1-byte 3002 BMS support reservation or not (00 Supported; 01 Not supported) M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

5) PGN256 Charger recognition parameter (CRM) 

Message function: Charge confirms handshake and transmits charger recognition message to BMS on 

a 250ms cycle, to confirm the recognition messages between charger and BMS. Before receiving BMS 

and vehicle recognition message, acknowledgement code is 0x00; after receiving BMS and vehicle 

recognition message, acknowledgement code is 0xAA. For PGN256 message formats, see Table 2-12. 

Table 2-12 PGN256 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 2560 
Result of recognization, (<0x00>: = BMS can’t be recognized; <0xAA>: = BMS can 

be recognized) 
M 

2 4-byte 2561 Charger number, 1/bit, offset 0, data range: 0 to 0xFFFFFFFF M 

6 3-byte 2562 Location code of the charger/charging station, standard ASCII code O 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

6) PGN512 BMS and BMS recognition parameter (BRM) 

Message function: BMS provides BMS and vehicle recognition information which were transmitted to 
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charger. When BMS receives SPN2560=0x00 charger recognition message, it will transmit this 

message to the charger on a 250ms cycle. The length of message data field exceeds 8-byte, which 

needs to be transmitted using Transport Protocol Function. The transmission interval between frames 

is 10ms, until SPN2560=0xAA charger recognition message is received in 5s. For PGN512 message 

formats, see Table 2-13. 

Table 2-13 PGN512 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 3-byte 2565 
BMS communication protocol version number, this version is expressed as: byte3, 

byte2-0101H; byte1-01H 
M 

4 1-byte 2566 

Battery type, 01H: Lead-acid battery; 02H: Nickel-metal hydride battery; 03H: Lithium 

iron phosphate battery; 04H: Lithium manganate battery; 05H: Lithium cobalt oxide 

battery; 06H: Ternary material battery; 07H: Polymer lithium ion battery; 08H: Lithium 

titanate oxide battery; FFH: Other batteries 

M 

5 2-byte 2567 Rated capacity of traction battery system of complete vehicle/Ah, 0.1Ah/bit, offset 0Ah M 

7 2-byte 2568 Rated total voltage of traction battery system of complete vehicle/V, 0.1V/bit, offset 0V M 

9 4-byte 2569 Name of battery manufacturer, standard ASCII code O 

13 4-byte 2570 Serial number of battery pack, preserved, to be defined by manufacturer itself O 

17 1-byte 

2571 

Manufacturing date of battery pack: year, 1 year/bit, offset of the Year 1985, data 

range: Year 1985 to Year 2235 
O 

18 1-byte 
Manufacturing date of battery pack: month, 1 month/bit, offset of 0 month, data range: 

January to December 
O 

19 1-byte 
Manufacturing date of battery pack: day, 1 day/bit, offset of 0 day, data range: 1 day to 

31 days 
O 

20 3-byte 2572 Charge times of battery pack, 1 time/bit, offset of 0 time, BMS statistics prevails O 

23 1-byte 2573 Property ID of battery pack (<0>: = leasehold; <1>: = vehicle owned) O 
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Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

24 1-byte 2574 Preserved O 

25 17-byte 2575 Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) O 

42 8-byte 2576 

BMS software version number, 8-byte indicates the version information of the current 

BMS, it is determined in accordance with the 16 hex encoding. Among them: 

Byte8, byte7 and byte6-000001H to FFFFFEH, preserved, fill FFFFFFH; 

Byte5-byte2 as BMS software version compile time information tag, Byte5, 

byte4-0001H to FFFEH indicates the “year” (for example, Year 2015: fill in 

Byte5-DFH, byte4-07H); 

Byte3-01H to 0CH indicates the “month” (for example, November: fill in Byte3-0BH); 

Byte2-01H to 1FH indicates the “day” (for example, 10th: fill in Byte2-0AH); 

Byte1-01H to FEH indicates serial number of the version (for example, 16: fill in 

Byte1-10H). 

 (Above numerical value indicates: BMS is currently using the sixteenth compilation 

version on 10th November 2015, and not fill in the authorization code of certification.) 

O 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

2.4.2.2 Parameter configuration phase message 

1) PGN1536 Battery charge parameter (BCP) 

Message function: In charging parameter configuration phase BMS sends to charger the traction 

battery charging parameter. If the charger doesn’t receive this message within 5s, it is determined to be 

timeout error, the charger shall end charging immediately. For PGN1536 message formats, see Table 

2-14. 

Table 2-14 PGN1536 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 2-byte 2816 Maximum permissible charging voltage of traction battery cell M 
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Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

3 2-byte 2817 Maximum permissible charging current M 

5 2-byte 2818 Nominal total energy of traction battery M 

7 2-byte 2819 Maximum permissible charging total voltage M 

9 1-byte 2820 Maximum permissible temperature M 

10 1-byte 2821 State of charge (SOC) of traction battery of complete vehicle M 

11 2-byte 2822 
Current battery voltage of the traction battery of complete 

vehicle 
M 

13 2-byte 7070 Maximum allowable discharging current M 

15 2-byte 7071 Minimum allowable discharging total voltage M 

17 2-byte 7072 Minimum cell voltage M 

19 1-byte 7073 Minimum allowable traction battery SOC M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN2816 Maximum permissible charging voltage of traction battery cell: 

Data resolution: 0.01V/bit, offset 0V; data range: 0V to 24V; 

b) SPN2817 Maximum permissible charging current: 

Data resolution: 0.1A/bit, offset -3,000A; data range: -3,000A to 0A; 

c) SPN2818 Nominal total energy of traction battery: 

Data resolution: 0.1kWh/bit, offset 0kWh; data range: 0kWh to 1,000kWh; 

d) SPN2819 Maximum permissible charging total voltage: 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

e) SPN2820 Maximum permissible traction battery temperature: 

Data resolution: 1ºC/bit, offset -50ºC; data range: -50ºC to +200ºC; 
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f) SPN2821 State of charge of traction battery of complete vehicle (SOC): 

Data resolution: 1%/bit, offset 0%; data range: 0% to 100%; 

g) SPN2822 Total voltage of traction battery of complete vehicle: 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V. 

h) SPN7070 Maximum allowable discharging current 

Data resolution: 0.1A/bit, offset 0A; data range: 0A to 3,000A; 

i) SPN7071 Minimum allowable discharging total voltage 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

j) SPN7072 Minimum cell voltage 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

k) SPN7073 Minimum allowable traction battery SOC 

Data resolution: 1%/bit, offset 0%; data range: 0% to 100%. 

2) PGN1792 Charger time synchronization message (CTS) 

Message function: In charging parameter configuration phase time synchronization information is sent 

by charger transmitted to BMS. For PGN1792 message formats, see Table 2-15. 

Table 2-15 PGN1792 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 7-byte 2823 Year/Month/Day/Hour/Minute/Second O 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

Of which: SPN2823 date/time 

Byte 1: Second (compressed BCD code); Byte 2: Minute (compressed BCD code); 

Byte 3: Hour (compressed BCD code); Byte 4: Day (compressed BCD code); 

Byte 5: Month (compressed BCD code); Byte 6 to 7: Year (compressed BCD code). 

3) PGN2048 Charger max/min output parameter (CML) 

Message function: Charger transmitted charger’s maximum output capacity to BMS in order to 

estimate the remaining charging time. For PGN2048 message formats, see Table 2-16. 
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Table 2-16 PGN2048 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 2-byte 2824 Maximum output voltage (V) M 

3 2-byte 2825 Minimum output voltage (V) M 

5 2-byte 2826 Maximum output current (A) M 

7 2-byte 2827 Minimum output current (V) M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN2824 Maximum output voltage (V) 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

b) SPN2825 Minimum output voltage (V) 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

c) SPN2826 Maximum output current (A): 

Data resolution: 0.1A/bit, offset -3,000A; data range: -3,000A to 0A; 

d) SPN282 Minimum output current (A) 

Data resolution: 0.1A/bit, offset -3,000A; data range: -3,000A to 0A. 

4) PGN2816 Charger charging/discharging requirement (CCD) 

Message function: After charger completes the insulation test and confirms that there is no abnormality, 

it sends charging/discharging information to confirm the current direction. For PGN2816 message 

formats, see Table 2-17. 

Table 2-17 PGN2816 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 2828 
Charger charge and discharge direction (00: Charging; 01: 

Discharging) 
M 

M = Mandatory 
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Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

O = Optional 

5) PGN2304 BMS charging readiness message (BRO) 

Message function: BMS transmits charging readiness message to charger to confirm that BMS is ready. 

BMS is not ready in 60s, charger waits; otherwise, error handling shall be carried out. For PGN2304 

message formats, see Table 2-18. 

Table 2-18 PGN2304 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 2829 

Whether BMS is ready to charge (<0x00>: = support the present 

charging/discharging request, idling/waiting; <0xAA>: = support the present 

charging/discharging request, normal operation mode ready; <0xCC>: = 

support the present charging/discharging request, special operation mode 

ready; <0xFF>: = invalid, do not support the present charging/discharging 

request) 

M 

2 2-byte 7050 
Voltage demand under special operation mode of BMS (valid in the case of 

SPN2829=OxCC) 
M 

3 2-byte 7060 
Current demand under special operation mode of BMS (valid in the case of 

SPN2829=OxCC) 
M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN7050 Voltage demand under special operation mode of BMS 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

b) SPN7060 Current demand under special operation mode of BMS 

Data resolution: 0.1A/bit, offset -3,000A; data range: -3,000A to 0A. 

6) PGN2560 Message of charger output readiness (CRO) 

Message function: Charger transmits charger output readiness message to BMS to confirm that 

charger is ready to output. Charger is not ready in 60s, BMS waits; otherwise, error handling shall be 

carried out. For PGN2560 message formats, see Table 2-19. 
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Table 2-19 PGN2560 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 2830 
Whether the charger is ready to charge (<0x00>: = idling/waiting; <0xAA>: = normal 

operation mode ready; <0xCC>: special operation mode ready; <0xFF>: = invalid) 
M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

2.4.2.3 Charging phase message 

1) PGN4096 Battery charging demand (BCL) 

Message function: Let charger adjusts charging voltage and current according to battery charging 

demand to ensure a smooth charging process. If the charger doesn’t receive this message within 1s, it 

is determined to be timeout error, and the charger shall end charging immediately. 

In constant-voltage charging mode, charger’s output voltage shall meet the voltage demand value, and 

the output current shall not exceed the current demand value. In constant-current charging mode, 

charger’s output current shall meet the current demand value, and the output voltage shall not exceed 

the voltage demand value. When the charging current request in BCL message is less than or equal to 

the maximum output current in CML message, charger outputs in accordance with the requested 

current; when the charge current request in BCL message is greater than the maximum output current 

in CML message, charger outputs the maximum output capacity; when the voltage demand or current 

demand is 0, charger outputs in accordance with the minimum output capacity. For PGN4096 message 

formats, see Table 2-20. 

Table 2-20 PGN4096 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 2-byte 3072 Voltage demand (V) M 

3 2-byte 3073 Current demand (A) M 

5 1-byte 3074 
Charge mode (0x01: constant-voltage charge; 0x02: 

constant-current charge) 
M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 
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a) SPN3072 Voltage demand 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

b) SPN3073 Current demand 

Data resolution: 0.1A/bit, offset -3,000A; data range: -3,000A to 0A. 

2) PGN4352 Battery charge status (BCS) 

Message function: BMS monitors the charging status of battery pack during charging process, such as 

charging voltage, current and so on, and sends it to charger every 250ms. If charger doesn’t receive 

this message within 5s, it is determined to be timeout error, the charger shall end charging immediately. 

For PGN4352 message formats, see Table 2-21. 

Table 2-21 PGN4352 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 2-byte 3075 Measurement value of charging voltage (V) M 

3 2-byte 3076 Measurement value of charging current (A) M 

5 2-byte 3077 Maximum voltage of traction battery cell and its group number M 

7 1-byte 3078 Current state of charge SOC (%) M 

8 2-byte 3079 Estimated remaining charging time (min) M 

10 2-byte  Minimum voltage of traction battery cell and its group number M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN3075 Measurement value of charging voltage 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

b) SPN3076 Measurement value of charging current 

Data resolution: 0.1A/bit, offset -3,000A; data range: -3,000A to 0A; 

c) SPN3077 Maximum voltage of traction battery cell and its group number 

1-12 bits: Maximum voltage of traction battery cell, data resolution: 0.01V/bit, offset 0V; data range: 

0V to 24V; 
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13-16 bits: Group number of the maximum voltage of traction battery cell, data resolution: 1/bit, 

offset 0; data range: 0 to 15; 

d) SPN3078 Current state of charge SOC 

Data resolution: 1%/bit, offset 0%; data range: 0% to 100%; 

e) SPN3079 Estimated remaining charging time, if the BMS’s remaining time calculated on the 

actual current exceeds 600min, the value shall be 600min. 

Data resolution: 1min/bit, offset 0min; data range: 0min to 600min. 

3) PGN4608 Charger charge state (CCS) 

Message function: Charger monitors the output charging current and voltage and other information, 

and sends to BMS every 250ms. If BMS doesn’t receive this message within 1s, it is determined to be 

timeout error, BMS shall end charging immediately. For PGN4608 message formats, see Table 2-22. 

Table 2-22 PGN4608 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 2-byte 3081 Voltage output value (V) M 

3 2-byte 3082 Current output value (A) M 

5 2-byte 3083 Accumulative charging time (min) M 

7.1 2-bit 3929 
Charging/discharging permitting (<00>: = pause; <01>: = 

permissive) 
M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

Note: Where SPN3929 in CCS received is 0, it indicates charger will pause the output, where SPN3929 received is 1, it 

indicates that the charger will continue charging. 

a) SPN3081 Voltage output value (V) 

Data resolution: 0.1V/bit, offset 0V; 

b) SPN3082 Current output value (A) 

Data resolution: 0.1A/bit, offset -3,000A; data range: -3,000A to 0A; 

c) SPN3083 Accumulative charge time (min) 
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Data resolution: 1min/bit, offset 0min; data range: 0min to 600min. 

4) PGN4864 Battery cell status (BSM) 

Message function: In charging phase BMS transmits traction battery state information transmitted to 

charger. When SPN3090-SPN3095 in BSM received by charger are all 00 (battery status is normal), 

and SPN3096 is 00 (disable charging), charger suspends charging output; when SPN3090-SPN3095 

in BSM received by charger are all 00 (battery status is normal), and SPN3096 is 01 (charging allowed), 

charger resumes charging and the inrush current should meet the requirements of 9.7 in GB / T 

18487.1. When one of SPN3090-SPN3095 (battery status) in BSM is abnormal, charger should stop 

charging. For PGN4864 Message formats, see Table 2-23. 

Table 2-23 PGN4864 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 3085 Number of the maximum voltage of traction battery cell M 

2 1-byte 3086 Maximum temperature of traction battery M 

3 1-byte 3087 Number of the maximum temperature test point M 

4 1-byte 3088 Minimum temperature of traction battery M 

5 1-byte 3089 Number of the minimum temperature test point of traction battery M 

6.1 2-bit 3090 
The voltage of traction battery cell is too high/low (<00>: = normal; <01>: = too 

high; <10>: = too low) 
M 

6.3 2-bit 3091 
Traction battery state of charge (SOC) of complete vehicle is too high/low (<00>: = 

normal; <01>: = too high; <10>: = too low) 
M 

6.5 2-bit 3092 
Traction battery charging over-current (<00>: = normal; <01>: = over-current; 

<10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

6.7 2-bit 3093 
Temperature of traction battery is too high (<00>: = normal; <01>: = too high; 

<10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

7.1 2-bit 3094 
Insulation status of traction battery (<00>: = normal; <01>: = abnormal; <10>: = 

unauthentic status) 
M 
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Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

7.3 2-bit 3095 
Connection status of traction battery pack output connector (<00>: = normal; 

<01>: = abnormal; <10>: = unauthentic status) 
M 

7.5 2-bit 3096 Charging/discharging permitting (<00>: = forbidden; <01>: = permissive) M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN3085 Number of the maximum voltage of traction battery cell 

Data resolution: 1/bit, offset 1; data range: 1 to 256; 

b) SPN3086 Maximum temperature of traction battery 

Data resolution: 1ºC/bit, offset -50ºC; data range: -50ºC to +200ºC; 

c) SPN3087 Number of the maximum temperature test point 

Data resolution: 1/bit, offset 1; data range: 1 to 128; 

d) SPN3088 Minimum temperature of traction battery 

Data resolution: 1ºC/bit, offset -50ºC; data range: -50ºC to +200ºC; 

e) SPN3089 Number of the minimum temperature test point 

Data resolution: 1/bit, offset 1; data range: 1 to 128. 

5) PGN5376 Battery cell voltage (BMV) 

Message function: Voltage value of each traction battery cell. Because the maximum length of the data 

field of PGN5376 exceeds 8 bytes, it needs to be transmitted using the Transport Protocol Function. If 

the battery has sub-group numbers, send the actual sub-group numbers; if there is no sub-group 

number, send it considering 256 single cells as one group. For PGN5376 Message formats, see Table 

2-24. 

Table 2-24 PGN5376 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 2-byte 3101 #1 voltage of traction battery cell O 

3 2-byte 3102 #2 voltage of traction battery cell O 
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Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

5 2-byte 3103 #3 voltage of traction battery cell O 

7 2-byte 3104 #4 voltage of traction battery cell O 

9 2-byte 3105 #5 voltage of traction battery cell O 

11 2-byte 3106 #6 voltage of traction battery cell O 

………….. O 

509 2-byte 3355 #255 voltage of traction battery cell O 

511 2-byte 3356 #256 voltage of traction battery cell O 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN3101 to SPN3356 are separately for #1 to #256 voltage of traction battery cell 

1-12 bits: voltage of traction battery cell, data resolution: 0.01V/bit, offset 0V; data range: 0V to 

24V; 

13-16 bits: battery group number, data resolution: 1/bit, offset 0; data range: 0 to 15. 

6) PGN5632 Battery cell temperature (BMT) 

Message function: Temperature of traction battery. If the data length exceeds 8-byte, it needs to be 

transmitted using the Transport Protocol Function. For information about formats, refer to provisions of 

2.3.5. For PGN5632 Message formats, see Table 2-25. 

Table 2-25 PGN5632 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 3361 Temperature of traction battery 1 O 

2 1-byte 3362 Temperature of traction battery 2 O 

3 1-byte 3363 Temperature of traction battery 3 O 
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Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

4 1-byte 3364 Temperature of traction battery 4 O 

5 1-byte 3365 Temperature of traction battery 5 O 

6 1-byte 3366 Temperature of traction battery 6 O 

………….. O 

127 1-byte 3487 Temperature of traction battery 127 O 

128 1-byte 3488 Temperature of traction battery 128 O 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN3361 to SPN3488 are separately for the temperature of 1 to 128 sampling points of 

traction battery; 

Data resolution: 1ºC/bit, offset -50ºC; data range: -50ºC to +200ºC. 

7) PGN5888 Battery reserved message (BSP) 

Message function: Preserved message for traction battery. If the data field length exceeds 8-byte, it 

needs to be transmitted using the Transport Protocol Function. For PGN5888 Message formats, see 

Table 2-26. 

Table 2-26 PGN5888 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 3491 Preserved field for traction battery 1 O 

2 1-byte 3492 Preserved field for traction battery 2 O 

3 1-byte 3493 Preserved field for traction battery 3 O 

4 1-byte 3494 Preserved field for traction battery 4 O 

………….. O 
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Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

16 1-byte 3506 Preserved field for traction battery 16 O 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

8) PGN6400 BMS stop charging (BST) 

Message function: BMS sends an abort charging message to actively stop charging, or receives an 

abort charging message from the charger and sends an abort charging message in response. For 

PGN6400 Message formats, see Table 2-27. 

Table 2-27 PGN6400 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 3511 
Reason for stop charging (<0x00>: =Normal stop; <0x01>: = Error stop; 

<0x10>: = Emergency stop; <0x11>: = Preserved) 
M 

2 1-byte 3512 Normal stop reason M 

3 1-byte 3513 Error stop reason M 

4 1-byte 3514 Emergency stop reason M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN3512 Normal stop reason 

<00>: = it reaches the SOC target value demanded; 

<01>: = it reaches the set value of total voltage; 

<02>: = it reaches the set value of cell voltage; 

<03>: = Receiving charger normal stop charging message; 

b) SPN3513 Error stop reason 

<00>: = BMS internal error; 

<01>: = Receiving charger error stop charging message; 
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c) SPN3514 Emergency stop reason 

<00>: = Insulation failure; 

<01>: = Control pilot failure; 

<02>: = PE/CC1 failure; 

<03>: = BMS interior failure; 

<04>: = Receiving charger emergency stop charging message. 

9) PGN6656 Charger stop charging (CST) 

Message function: Charger sends an abort charging message to actively stop charging, or receives an 

abort charging message from the BMS and sends an abort charging message in response. For 

PGN6656 Message formats, see Table 2-28. 

Table 2-28 PGN6656 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 3521 
Reason for stop charging (<0x00>: =Normal stop; <0x01>: = Error 

stop; <0x10>: = Emergency stop; <0x11>: = Preserved) 
M 

2 1-byte 3522 Normal stop reason M 

3 1-byte 3523 Error stop reason M 

4 1-byte 3524 Emergency stop reason M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN3524 Normal stop reason 

<00>: = It reaches the set conditions of charger; 

<01>: = Manual stop; 

<02>: = Receiving BMS stop charging message; 

b) SPN3522 Error stop reason 

<00>: = Battery overvoltage failure; 

<01>: = Communication failure; 
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<02>: = Preserved; 

c) SPN3523 Emergency stop reason 

<0x00>: = Charger module over-temperature failure; 

<0x01>: = Charger connector over-temperature failure; 

<0x02>: = Charger electronic lock failure; 

<0x03>: = Charger emergency stop failure; 

<0x04>: = Charger control pilot failure; 

<0x05>: = PE/CC1 failure; 

<0x06>: = Abrupt load drop failure; 

<0x07>: = Charger interior failure. 

2.4.2.4 Message of charge ending phase 

1) PGN7168 BMS statistical data (BSD) 

Message function: BMS confirms charging statistics and sends to charger. For PGN7168 Message 

formats, see Table 2-29. 

Table 2-29 PGN7168 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 1-byte 3601 State of charge (SOC) in the end of charging (%) M 

2 2-byte 3602 Minimum voltage of traction battery cell (V) M 

4 2-byte 3603 Maximum voltage of traction battery cell (V) M 

6 1-byte 3604 Minimum temperature of traction battery (ºC) M 

7 1-byte 3605 Maximum temperature of traction battery (ºC) M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN3601 State of charge (SOC) in the end of charging 

Data resolution: 1%/bit, offset 0%; data range: 0% to 100%; 
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b) SPN3602 Minimum voltage of traction battery cell 

Data resolution: 0.01V/bit, offset 0V; data range: 0V to 24V; 

c) SPN3603 Maximum voltage of traction battery cell 

Data resolution: 0.01V/bit, offset 0V; data range: 0V to 24V; 

d) SPN3604 Minimum temperature of traction battery 

Data resolution: 1ºC/bit, offset -50ºC; data range: -50ºC to +200ºC; 

e) SPN3605 Maximum temperature of traction battery 

Data resolution: 1ºC/bit, offset -50ºC; data range: -50ºC to +200ºC. 

2) PGN7424 Charger statistical data (CSD) 

Message function: Charger confirms charging statistics and sends to BMS. For PGN7424 Message 

formats, see Table 2-30. 

Table 2-30 PGN7424 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1 2-byte 3611 Accumulative charging/discharging time (min) M 

3 2-byte 3612 Charging/Discharging energy (kWh) M 

5 4-byte 3613 Number of the charger, 1/bit, offset 1; data range: 0 to 0xFFFFFFFF M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

a) SPN3611 Accumulative charging/discharging time 

Data resolution: 1min/bit, offset 0min; data range: 0min to 600min; 

b) SPN3612 Charging/Discharging energy 

Data resolution: 0.1kWh/bit, offset 0kWh; data range: 0kWh to 1,000kWh. 

2.4.2.5 Error message 

1) PGN7680 BMS receiving error (BEM) 

Message function: When BMS has not received message from charger within the specified time, it will 

send an error message to charger until BMS receives the charger identification message (CRM) sent 
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by charger or has sent multiple times to ensure that charger has well received. For PGN7680 Message 

formats, see Table 2-31. 

Table 2-31 PGN7680 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1.1 2-bit 3901 
Timeout while receiving SPN2560=0x00 charger recognization 

message (<00>: = normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

1.3 2-bit 3902 
Timeout while receiving SPN2560=0xAA charger recognization 

message (<00>: = normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

2.1 2-bit 3903 

Timeout while receiving time synchronization and maximum output 

capacity message from charger (<00>: = normal; <01>: = timeout; 

<10>: = unauthentic state) 

M 

2.3 2-bit 3904 
Timeout while receiving charger output readiness state message (<00>: 

= normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

3.1 2-bit 3905 
Timeout while receiving charger charging state message (<00>: = 

normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

3.3 2-bit 3906 
Timeout while receiving charger stop charging message (<00>: = 

normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

4.1 2-bit 3907 
Timeout while receiving charger statistical data message (<00>: = 

normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

4.3 6-bit  Others O 

5.1 2-bit  
BMS charging parameters do not match (<00>: = normal; <01>:= 

abnormal; others: = unauthentic state) 
M 

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

2) PGN7936 Charger receiving error (CEM) 

Message function: When charger has not received message from BMS within the specified time or has 

an error during charging, it will send an error message to BMS until charger receives the BMS 
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identification message (CRM) sent by charger (Charger initiates reconnection) or has sent multiple 

times to ensure that BMS has well received. For PGN7936 Message formats, see Table 2-32. 

Table 2-32 PGN7936 message formats 

Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

1.1 2-bit 3921 
Timeout while receiving BMS and vehicle recognization message (<00>: = 

normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

2.1 2-bit 3922 
Timeout while receiving battery charging parameter message (<00>: = normal; 

<01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

2.3 2-bit 3923 
Timeout while receiving BMS charging readiness message (<00>: = normal; 

<01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

3.1 2-bit 3924 
Timeout while receiving overall state of battery charging message (<00>: = 

normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

3.3 2-bit 3925 
Timeout while receiving battery charging demand message (<00>: = normal; 

<01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

3.5 2-bit 3926 
Timeout while receiving BMS stop charging message (<00>: = normal; <01>: 

= timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M  

3.7 2-bit 3929 
Timeout while receiving BMS traction battery state information message 

(<00>: = normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M  

4.1 2-bit 3927 
Timeout while receiving BMS charging statistical data message (<00>: = 

normal; <01>: = timeout; <10>: = unauthentic state) 
M 

4.3 6-bit  Others O  

5.1 2-bit 3930 
Charger insulation test result (<00>: = normal; <01>: = abnormal; others: = 

unauthentic state) 
M 

5.3 2-bit 3931 
Charger contactor adhesion test result (<00>: = normal; <01>: = abnormal; 

others: = unauthentic state) 
M  
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Start byte or bit Length SPN Definition of SPN M/O 

5.5 2-bit 3932 
Charger tests BMS battery voltage state (<00>: = normal; <01>: = abnormal; 

others: = unauthentic state) 
M  

5.7 2-bit 3933 
Charger soft start (<00>: = normal; <01>: = abnormal; others: = unauthentic 

state) 
M  

M = Mandatory 

O = Optional 

2.5 Other requirements 

2.5.1 Thermal management operation procedure (special operation mode) 

Thermal management (special operation mode) means that the traction battery is not connected. At 

this time, the charger only supplies power to the thermal management system. The charger should 

check the power line voltage on the vehicle side. If the voltage is higher than a certain value, the 

special mode is not allowed. The normal operation mode is that the vehicle power battery system is 

connected. At this time, whether it is with a thermal management system or not, the normal charging 

process is followed. 

The battery voltage detection and pre-charging process of thermal management (special operation 

mode) and normal charging mode will be different: in special mode, the voltage still needs to be 

detected. If it is high, it cannot directly close C1 and C2, and the vehicle side voltage should be 

prompted abnormal. The thermal management workflow and message interaction process are shown 

in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. 
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Figure 2-1 Thermal management (special operation mode) working procedure 
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Figure 2-2 Thermal management (special operation mode) message communication 

2.5.2 Message start and end sending conditions 

See Table 2-33 for the start and stop sending conditions of various types of messages. 

Table 2-33 Message start and end sending conditions 

Message code Message start sending conditions Message end sending conditions 

CHM 
Voltage measurement shows normal, electronic lock is 

locked 
BVM message is received 

BVM CHM message is received CDC message is received 

CDC BVM message is received BDC message is received 

BDC CDC message is received CRM message of SPN2560=0x00 is received 

CRM BDC message is received BCP message is received 
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Message code Message start sending conditions Message end sending conditions 

BRM CRM message of SPN2560=0x00 is received CRM message of SPN2560=0xAA is received 

BCP CRM message of SPN2560=0xAA is received CCD message is received 

CTS 

BCP message is received Insulation inspection ends 

CML 

CCD Insulation inspection ends BRO message of SPN2829=0x00 is received 

BRO CCD message is received CRO message of SPN2830=0xAA is received 

CRO BRO message of SPN2829=0x00 is received BCL and BCS message is received 

BCL 

CRO message of SPN2830=0xAA is received 
CST message is received (charger actively stops charging) 

or BST message is transmitted (BMS actively stops charging) BCS 

CCS BCL and BCS message is received 
BST message is received (BMS actively stops charging) 

or CST message is transmitted (charger actively stops charging) 

BSM 

CCS message is received 
CST message is received (charger actively stops charging) 

or BST message is transmitted (BMS actively stops charging) 

BMV 

BMT 

BSP 

BST 

When BMS needs to stop charging (BMS actively 

stops charging) 

or CST is received (charger actively stops charging) 

CST message is received (BMS actively stops charging) 

or BSD message is transmitted simultaneously (charger actively stops 

charging) 

CST 
When charger needs to stop charging (charger 

actively stops charging) 
BSD message is received 
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Message code Message start sending conditions Message end sending conditions 

or BST is received (BMS actively stops charging) 

BSD CST message is received CSD message is received 

CSD BSD message is received 
Number of transmission package is customized to ensure that BMS has 

received CSD. 

BEM When BMS detects error defined in the message 

1) BMS receives the charger recognization message (CRM) 

transmitted by charger, or 

2) Number of transmission package is customized to ensure that 

BMS has received BEM. 

CEM When charger detects errors defined in the message 

1) Restart handshake and transmission of CRM message, or 

2) Number of transmission package is customized to ensure that 

BMS has received CEM. 
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Part 3 ChaoJi Cable Assembly 

3.1 Basic composition 

ChaoJi charging cable assembly refers to cable, vehicle connector and vehicle inlet for connection 

between electric vehicle (EV) and the electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) during high power 

charging of electric vehicle, including thermal sensing unit and thermal transfer part, see details as per 

Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1 Schematic diagram of ChaoJi charging system. 

Thermal sensing: Thermal sensing mainly measures the temperature of key positions and transmits to 

the temperature control unit during the charging. 

Thermal transport: Mainly transfers the thermal of high temperature parts to thermal exchange system 

during the charging. 

Thermal exchange: Mainly exchange thermal in transfer process with ambient temperature, and 

disperse the thermal. 

3.2 Functions and interface layout 

3.2.1 Rating. 

See the rating of DC charging cable assembly as per Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1 The rating of DC charging cable assembly 

Rated voltage/V (DC) Rated current/A 

1000/1500 

10 

16 

32 

63 

80 

125 

160 

200 

See the maximum current of DC charging cable assembly as per Table 3-2. 

Table 3-2 Maximum current value of DC charging cable assembly 

Rated voltage/V (DC) Maximum current/A 

1500 

300 

400 

500 

600 

800 

3.2.2 Function definition 

Vehicle connector and vehicle inlet include 7 pos male contact and female contact, of which electrical 

rating and function definitions are shown in Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-3 Electric parameter values and function definitions of contacts 

Position number/ ID 
Rated voltage and rated current/ Maximum 

current 
Function definitions 

1--(DC+) See Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 
DC power supply positive, to connect positive of DC power supply and positive 

pole of battery. 

2--(DC-) See Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 
DC power supply negative, to connect negative of DC power supply and negative 

pole of battery. 

3--( ) - 
Protective earthing (PE), to connect the earth wire of power supply equipment and 

vehicle chassis  

4--(CC2) 60V, 2A Charging connection confirmation 

5--(CC1) 60V, 2A Charging connection confirmation 

6--(S+) 60V, 2A 
Charging communication CAN_H,to  connect off-board charger and 

communication wire of electric vehicle. 

7--(S-) 60V, 2A 
Charging communication CAN_L, to connect off-board charger and 

communication wire of electric vehicle. 

3.2.3 Vehicle coupler layout 

Vehicle coupler including vehicle connector and inlet are shown in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-2  vehicle connector layout 

 

Figure 3-3  vehicle inlet layout 

3.2.4 Charging connection interface 

During connection process of vehicle connector and vehicle inlet, the coupling sequence of contact 

shall be : protective earthing(PE), charging connection confirmation (CC2), DC power supply positive 

and DC power supply negative (DC+ and DC-), charging communication (S+ and S-) and charging 
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connection confirmation (CC1); during disconnection, the sequence is reverse. The connection 

interface of high power charging is shown in Figure 3-4. DC charging control pilot circuit and control 

principle will be specified in standard to be formulated separately. 

 

Off-board charger Vehicle connector Vehicle inlet Electric vehicle 

1-DC power supply positive terminal (DC+) 

2-DC power supply negative terminal (DC-) 

3-Equipment earthing ( ) 

4-Charging connection confirmation (CC2) 

5-Charging connection confirmation (CC1) 

6-Charging communication CAN(S+) 

7-Charging communication CAN(S-) 

Electronic locking 
device 

1-DC power supply positive terminal (DC+) 

2-DC power supply negative terminal (DC-) 

3-Equipment earthing ( ) 

4-Charging connection confirmation (CC2) 

5-Charging connection confirmation (CC1) 

6-Charging communication CAN(S+) 

7-Charging communication CAN(S-) 

 

Figure 3-4 Schematic diagram of charging connection interface 

3.2.5 Adaptor 

The function of Adaptor is compatibility with other charging connection system, and consists of vehicle 

connector which meets the requirements of 3.2.1 to 3.2.4 and vehicle inlet which meets standards of 

GB/T 20234.3-2015, CHAdeMO 2.0 and IEC 62196-3. It is divided into Type A and Type B, see 1.4.2. 

See the circuit inside adaptor as per relevant specification of 1.4.2 and 1.4.3. 

3.3 Structure dimensions 

3.3.1 Structure dimensions of vehicle connector 

See structure dimensions of vehicle connector as per Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5 Structure dimensions of vehicle connector 

3.3.2 Structure dimensions of vehicle inlet 

See structure dimensions of vehicle inlet as per Figure 3-6. 
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Figure 3-6 Structure dimensions of vehicle inlet 
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3.3.3 Combined vehicle inlet 

Combined vehicle inlet in vertical direction reference to Figure 3-7. 

 

ChaoJi+Type1 combination    ChaoJi+Type2 combination 

  

ChaoJi+GB combination 

Figure 3-7 Combined vehicle inlet in vertical direction 

Combined vehicle in horzontal direction reference to Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8  Combined  vehicle inlet in horizontal direction 

3.3.4 Maximum dimensions of vehicle connector body outline 

See the maximum dimensions of vehicle connector body outline as per Figure 3-9. 

 

Connector outline shall not 
exceed solid line shown in the 

schematic diagram 
 

Connector outline 
shall not exceed 

solid line shown in 
the schematic 

diagram 
 

 

Figure 3-9  Maximum dimensions of vehicle connector body outline 

See Maximum dimensions of adaptor outline as per Figure 3-10. 
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Length is to be determined 

The exterior profile of plug adaptor cannot exceed the 
solid line shown in the schematic diagram 

 

Figure 3-10  Maximum dimensions of adaptor outline 

3.4 Technical requirement 

3.4.1 General requirements 

3.4.1.1 ChaoJi Charging cable assembly complies with the charging mode 4 and case “C” connection 

in GB/T 18487.1-2015. 

3.4.1.2 ChaoJi Charging cable assembly shall meet all requirements in Chapter 6 of GB/T 

20234.1-2015 except 6.3, 6.4, 6.6, 6.13, 6.15 and 6.18, in which Table 2 in GB/T 20234.1-2015 shall 

be replaced by Table 3-4 of this White Paper. 

3.4.2 Locking device 

3.4.2.1 Charging interface should have locking function to preventing accidental disconnection during 

charging. 

3.4.2.2 Where axial pulling force of 250N is applied under locking condition, connection shall not be 

disconnected and locking device shall be free from damage. During the test, vehicle connector cannot 

be pulled out from vehicle inlet, and electrical connection shall be maintained. After  the test, vehicle 

inlet with  locking device shall be free from damage or deformation, so as to avoid influence upon 

product function, for example, locking device shall be able to unlock normally after test. 

3.4.2.3 Electronic locking device shall be installed on vehicle inlet, so as to prevent under-load 

breaking of vehicle coupler. Electronic locking device shall have emergency unlocking function. 
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3.4.2.4 Design of locking device shall ensure that locking device is able to work correctly after 

engagement with auxiliary parts. 

3.4.2.5  The function of locking device shall not be influenced due to normal abrasion of coupling 

parts. 

3.4.2.6 Life cycle of locking device shall meet 10,000 cycles at least. 

3.4.3 Insertion force / withdraw force 

3.4.3.1 The force to insrt and withdraw a vehicle connector shall be less than 120N; 

3.4.3.2 It is permitted to use assistance device to insret and withdraw a vehicle  connector, if 

assistance device is used, the manipulating force of assistance device shall meet the above conditions 

3.4.4 Cooling device 

3.4.4.1 High power DC interface complies with  cooling to take away the thermal generated  during 

charging. 

3.4.4.2 The used liquid coolant shall be harmless for environment, any leakage shall be contained in 

equipment, and shall be isolated from environment in accordance with local regulation. 

3.4.4.3 The liquid coolant shall not cause a fire if leaked onto exposed electrical parts within the 

accessory. The minimum flashpoint of the liquid coolant shall be 135 °C.coolant 

3.4.4.4 Leakage during normal operation shall not cause insulation deterioration, leakage detection 

function shall be available, for example, liquid level detection. 

3.4.4.5 All sealing parts of the cooling device shall be able to resistliquid coolant and shall be free from 

deterioration due to heat. After liquid coolant and over-aging air treatment, non-metal parts shall be 

able to maintain performance without deterioration. 

3.4.4.6  The cooling device shall have the following temperature control and protection function: 

a) During normal use, cooling device shall  has good thermal manage to ensure that temperature 

rise of product is controlled within acceptable range. 

b) Thermal sensing unit shall be able to  collect the data of temperature accurately, timely and 

effectively, and feed back to temperature control unit to adjust temperature. 

c) During normal use, liquid coolant shall be free from leakage. Liquid coolant closed part shall be 

able to withstand 1 bar higher than the maximum permissible pressure, and shall be free from leakage, 

crack or rupture. 

d) In case of thermal management device failure, timely charging stop shall be ensure; in case of 

leakage of liquidcoolant, it is necessary to ensure that no harm is imposed on environment. 
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3.4.5 Surface temperature and terminal temperature rise 

3.4.5.1 Surface temperature 

When Charging cable assembly is subjected to the test according to the test method specified in 3.5.7, 

the surface temperature shall meet the following requirements: 

a) For those parts of the vehicle connector that can be grasped, the maximum permissible 

temperature shall not exceed: 

1) 50ºC for metal parts; 

2) 60ºC for non-metal parts. 

b) For those parts of the vehicle connector which may be touched but not grasped, the permissible 

temperature shall not exceed: 

1) 60ºC for metal parts; 

2) 85ºC for non-metal parts. 

3.4.5.2 Terminal temperature rise 

Terminal temperature rise of Charging cable assembly shall meet the following requirements: 

a) Charging cable assembly shall be tested as per the test method of 3.5.7, and the temperature rise 

of terminal shall not exceed 50K; 

b) Where gauge is used for test and the equivalent temperature on terminal contact position surface 

exceeds 90ºC and 105ºC, it shall be possible to transfer temperature signal timely and accurately; 

c) The temperature rise of terminal of adaptor shall not exceed 50 K; 

d) It is recommended to use PT1000 for temperature sensor. 

3.4.6 Mechanical strength 

3.4.6.1 Impact and bending 

Charging cable assembly shall be subjected to impact test and bending test as per the method of 

3.5.9.1, shall be free from prominent damage and shall be able to maintain the degrees of protection. 

3.4.6.2 Free drop 

Vehicle connector shall be tested as per the method of 3.5.9.2 and shall be free from prominent 

damage, and shall meet function requirements. 

3.4.6.3 Load strength 
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Under locking condition, Charging cable assembly shall be able to bear certain load. It shall be tested 

as per the method of 3.5.9.3, and shall be free from the following damage: 

a) No part shall be separated, and it is necessary to maintain Electrical continuity; 

b) Motion, looseness, deformation or damage of any parts shall not influence function; 

c) Shall be free from other hazards which may increase fire or electric shock. 

3.5 Test methods 

3.5.1 General test method 

ChaoJi Charging cable assembly test method shall meet the requirements of Chapter 7 of GB/T 

20234.1-2015 except 7.2, 7.3, 7.7, 7.10, 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15. 

3.5.2 Appearance and structure 

3.5.2.1 Appearance check and structure inspection of Charging cable assembly through observation 

and manual test. 

3.5.2.2 Mark shall be clear and durable.Verification through visual inspection and the following tests: 

Wipe mark for 5s with cotton cloth dipped with water, then wipe for 5s with cotton cloth dipped with 

gasoline. 

Note: It is recommended to use gasoline of hexane solvent, the maximum volumetric content of aromatic of hexane solvent is 

0.1%, kauri butanol value is approximately 29, the initial boiling point is 65ºC, dry point is approximately 69ºC and concentration 

is approximately 0.68g/cm3. 

3.5.3 Locking device 

Compliance shall be inspected through inspection, manual test and the following test: 

a) Insert vehicle connector into vehicle inlet, apply pulling force of 250N for 10s. After test, vehicle 

connector cannot be pulled out, latch cannot be ruptured, and locking device cannot be damaged. In 

the operation process, it shall be impossible to pull out. 

b) Perform inspection through continuity test on the contact assembly between power terminal and 

vehicle inlet, under the circumstance where connector is not inserted or is not inserted properly, close 

the locking device by force. The contact of switching device shall not be closed.  

c) Locking device shall meet 10,000 life cycles, and test shall be performed as per Clause 20 in 

GB/T 11918.1-2014. 
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3.5.4 Cooling device 

3.5.4.1 Coolant 

Compliance shall be inspected through inspection, manual test and the following test: 

a) The coolant used shall be harmless for the environment. The biodegradability of the coolant shall 

be ≥60%, it shall be tested as per OECD 301 B standard, and shall be recorded in data sheet; 

b) The coolant approved and specified by cable assembly manufacturer shall be used; 

c) The warning shall be provided in installation manual or data sheet, point out that if the coolant 

used is not the coolant specified by assembly manufacturer, then leakage or material deterioration may 

occur; 

d) The coolant type information shall be conveyed to final product system manufacturer; 

e) Inspect that the minimum flash point of the coolant is not less than 135ºC through inspection of 

material safety data sheet or test performed as per ISO 2719; 

f) The coolant shall feature good low temperature performance and satisfy use -40ºC ambient 

environment. 

3.5.4.2 Cooling device accessories 

After the following the coolant contact and air aging treatment, non-metal parts shall be able to 

maintain its physical performance. Compliance shall be inspected through inspection, manual test and 

the following test: 

a) The coolant contact: 6 samples are needed for each type of material, the sample shall be 25.4 

mm wide and 203 mm long, the thickness shall not exceed the thinnest portion in application. Three 

samples are tested after receiving, and three samples are tested after soaking. Soak specimen in 

liquid coolant of 80±2.0ºC for (70±½) hours. The tensile strength and ultimate elongation in percent 

shall be not less than 60% of the tensile strength and ultimate elongation in percent of original sample. 

b) Oven aging: After aging 6 specimens of plastic parts and spacer in air circulation oven of 121ºC 

for 7 days or aging in air circulation oven of 101ºC for 28 days, the physical performance of tensile and 

elongation shall be maintained. As per the test method of GB/T 2951.11, the tensile strength and 

ultimate elongation in percent shall be not less than 60% of the tensile strength and ultimate elongation 

in percent of original sample. 

3.5.4.3 Liquid coolant sealing parts pressure test 

The sealing parts shall be able to withstand 1bar higher than the maximum permissible pressure, and 

shall be free from leakage, crack or burst The compliance shall be inspected compliance through the 

following tests: 
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The liquid coolant sealing part of accessory is  pressurized to 1bar higher than the maximum 

permissible pressure specified by cable assembly manufacturer, and maintain for 15min. The 

immersion depth of the accessory shall not exceed 1m. The test process shall be free from Obvious 

bubble. the sealing area shall be free from crack or burst. 

Note: Electric vehicle supply equipment or electric vehicle restricts the maximum permissible pressure through other means, for 

example, pressure reducing valve. 

3.5.5 Terminal 

Perform test as per Chapter 11 of GB/T 11918.1-2014, replace Table 3 in GB/T 11918.1-2014 by Table 

3-4 and 3-5 in this standard. 

If a ground wire of which the cross-section less than 25mm2 is used, it shall meet the requirements of 

the relevant specifications for low power charging, install protection devices, e.g. fuse etc.  

Table 3-4 Cross section area of conducting wire which can be connected to terminal (without 

cooling) 

Rated current 

A 

Cross section area of cable for vehicle connector 

mm2 

Non-grounded conducting wire Grounded conducting wire 

10 1.0 to 1.5 25 

16 1.0 to 2.5 25 

32 2.5 to 6 25 

63 6 to 16 25 

80 10 to 25 25 

125 25 to 70 25 

160 25 to 70 25 

200 70 to 150 25 
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Table 3-5 Cross section area of conducting wire which can be connected to terminal (with 

cooling) 

Maximum current 

A 

Cross section area of cable for vehicle connector 

mm2 

Non-grounded conducting wire 
Grounded conducting 

wire 

300 25 to 50 (with cooling) 25 

400 25 to 50 (with cooling) 25 

500 35 to 50 (with cooling) 25 

600 35 to 50 (with cooling) 25 

800 35 to 50 (with cooling) 25 

3.5.6 Insulation resistance 

Insulation resistance and dielectric strength shall be tested as per Chapter 19 of GB/T 11918.1-2014. 

Insulation resistance shall be measured by using 1,500V DC voltage, and measurement shall be 

performed after applied voltage for 1min. Insulation resistance shall be not less than 500MΩ. 

3.5.7 Surface temperature and terminal temperature rise 

3.5.7.1 Cable assembly temperature rise test 

3.5.7.1.1 Test conditions 

Structure of cable assembly shall ensure that temperature rise during normal use is not extremely high. 

Compliance shall be inspected through the following test. 

If cable assembly has thermal transfer, test shall be performed under ambient temperature of (40+5)ºC, 

and thermal exchange parameter shall adopt the requirements specified by manufacturer in installation 

specification. It shall to avoid, for example, forced convection coming from fan. Cable assembly is 

supported by a small spacer which does not influence measurement. In the test process, it shall 

continuously monitor the data provided by thermal sensing unit and the temperature data of contact 

area, acquire one or multiple sample(s) per second, or perform monitor as per the instructions given in 

data sheet. 
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3.5.7.1.2 Normal load-connected test 

Under ambient temperature, product shall be stored for at least 2h. During test period, heating unit 

shall not be operated. Test cycle is defined as follows: the rated current is applied to DC parts of cable 

assembly as per the data sheet (the rated current or current curve) of manufacturer. If thermal stability 

is reached, reduce current to 0A after 10min. Where the temperature change of three readings in 

succession (interval time is not less than 10min) is not more than 2K, it is deemed that thermal stability 

is reached. In the entire test procedure, continuous monitoring shall be made for the data of 

temperature sensor of contact area and temperature sensor in cable assembly. The data value of 

temperature sensor of cable assembly shall be converted into temperature value as per the data sheet 

of manufacturer. Compare the temperature measurement value with the interference value given in 

characteristic graph of manufacturer’s data sheet. 

Test pass criteria: 

a) The temperature measured by temperature sensor of contact area does not exceed 90ºC; 

b) The surface temperature of cable assembly does not exceed the value specified in 3.4.5.1; 

c) The temperature value measured by temperature sensor shall not exceed the interference value 

specified in manufacturer’s data sheet. 

3.5.7.2 Vehicle connector over-temperature abnormality test 

This test verifies the accuracy, timeliness and effective control capability of thermal sensing unit of 

vehicle connector under over-temperature conditions. Cable assembly shall work under the rated 

current, and the cooling system shall work in the meantime, Test shall be performed under the 

temperature of 40ºC. by using vehicle connector test gauge attached with conducting wire of 2m. See 

the types of connection between vehicle connector and testing gauge in Figure 3-11. 

In this test, cable length is the shortest length specified by manufacturer. Once thermal stability is 

reached, then control constant temperature rise of (2.5±0.5) K/min (measured by reference 

temperature sensor) through application of external heating source, so as to simulate abrupt 

temperature change of contact pair in vehicle charging process. If the temperature measured by one 

reference temperature sensor reaches 95ºC, or the temperature indicated by two reference 

temperature sensors exceeds 90ºC, then stop test, reduce current to 0A, and deactivate heating 

device. Record the time duration from the instant when reference temperature sensor detects start of 

temperature rise to the instant of relevant intervention (transmitting control signal to charger). Before 

the temperature of contact heating point reaches 90ºC (reference temperature sensor), if the value of 

temperature sensor device (temperature sensor in vehicle connector) is within the range shown in the 

data sheet of manufacturer, then the accuracy test of this test is passed. With consideration of the 

influence of cooling system, if the temperature measured by reference temperature sensor exceeds 

temperature limit, vehicle connector is able to control and adjust the temperature within the specified 

time, then the timeliness test of this test is passed. 
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Note 1: ϑref,1/2 reference temperature sensor 

Note 2: ϑi,1/2 temperature sensor in vehicle connector 

Note 3: Vehicle device 

Note 4: Fitting plane 

Note 5:  Vehicle connector test gauge, with heating element. 

Note 6:  Plug heat exchange 

Figure 3-11 Vehicle connector test gauge 

3.5.7.3 Vehicle inlet over-temperature abnormality test 

This test verifies the accuracy, timeliness and effective control capability of thermal sensing unit of 

vehicle inlet under over-temperature conditions. Device under test (DUT) includes vehicle inlet and the 

attached wire. In this test, device shall work under the rated current, cooling performance is optional as 

per the actual operation conditions. Test shall be performed under 40ºC, by using vehicle connector 

test gauge with a conducting wire of 2m, see the types of connection between vehicle inlet and test 

gauge in Figure 3-12. 

In this test, cable length is the shortest length specified by manufacturer. Once thermal stability is 

reached, then ensure constant temperature rise of (2.5±0.5) K/min (measure with reference 

temperature sensor) through application of the heating source, so as to simulate over-temperature of 

vehicle connector. If the temperature measured by one reference temperature sensor reaches 95ºC, or 

the temperature indicated by two reference temperature sensors exceeds 90ºC, then stop test, reduce 

current to 0A, and deactivate heating device. Record the time duration from the instant when reference 

temperature sensor detects start of temperature rise to the instant of relevant intervention (transmitting 

control signal to charger). Before the temperature of contact heating point reaches 90ºC (reference 

temperature sensor), if the value of temperature sensor device (temperature sensor in vehicle inlet) is 
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within the range shown in the manufacturer's data sheet, then the accuracy test of this test is passed. if 

there is an influence of cooling system, if the temperature measured by reference temperature sensor 

exceeds temperature limit, vehicle inlet is able to control and adjust the temperature within the 

specified time, then the timeliness test of this test is passed. 

 

Note 1: ϑref,1/2 reference temperature sensor 

Note 2: ϑi,1/2 temperature sensor in vehicle inlet 

Note 3: Vehicle device 

Note 4: Fitting plane 

Note 5:  Vehicle inlet test gauge, with heating element. 

Note 6:  Vehicle inlet heat exchange (if any) 

Figure 3-12 Vehicle inlet test gauge 

3.5.7.4 Adaptor temperature rise 

The adaptor is tested according to the method specified in Chapter 22 of GB/T 11918.1-2014, and use 

AC or DC current as test current. During the test, the temperature rise value shall be read after the 

temperature reaches stable. Test shall be continued until thermal stability is obtained. If three readings 

in succession show that temperature rise is not more than 2K, then it is deemed that temperature is 

stable, and temperature measurement time interval is longer than or equal to 10min. The surface 

temperature of adaptor shall not exceed the value specified in 3.4.5.1, and the terminal temperature 

rise shall not exceed 50K. 
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3.5.8 Cables and their connection 

Shall be subjected to test as per the method specified in Chapter 23 of GB/T 11918.1-2014, some 

contents may be replaced by the following: 

a) Non-rewireable vehicle connectors shall be provided with a proper cable suitable to be used under 

the rated working condition, as specified by the manufacturer, and the vehicle connectors shall be 

tested as a cable assembly; 

b) See Table 3-6 for the pull and torque value, and maximum permissible value of displacement of 

the cable after the test (replacing Table 14 in GB/T 11918.1-2014). The cable shall be subjected to pull 

test for 100 times, and the tensile force shall be applied for 1s each time. When the force is applied, the 

explosive force shall not be applied. Conduct the torque test for 1min along with the cable.  

Table 3-6 Pull and torque test value for cable anchorage, and maximum permissible value of 

displacement for cable 

Rated current 

A 

Pull 

N 

Torque 

Nm 

Maximum displacement 

mm 

10 to 16 160 0.6 2 

32 200 0.7 2 

63 240 1.2 2 

80 240 1.2 2 

200 250 2.3 2 

3.5.9 Mechanical strength 

3.5.9.1 Impact and bending 

Vehicle inlet shall be subjected to impact test as per the method specified in Chapter 24 of GB/T 

11918.1-2014, see pendulum impact energy as per Table 3-7 (replacing Table 15 in GB/T 

11918.1-2014). After test, specimen shall be able to maintain the marked protection degrees. 

Table 3-7 Impact energy of pendulum impact test 

Rated current/maximum current Energy 
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A J 

I≤32 1 

32<I≤100 2 

100<I≤150 3 

150<I≤500 4 

Vehicle connector shall be subjected to bending test as per the method specified in Chapter 24 of GB/T 

11918.1-2014, see the force applied by the weight as per Table 3-8 (replacing Table 16 in GB/T 

11918.1-2014). After test, gland and enclosure of specimen shall be free from damage which does not 

meet the requirements of this part. 

Table 3-8 Force applied by bending test weight 

Rated current / Maximum current 

A 

Force 

N 

I≤20 20 

20＜I≤32 25 

32＜I≤70 50 

70＜I≤250 75 

250＜I≤500 75 

3.5.9.2 Free fall 

Free drop test applies to test samples which may fall from carrier or work table during transport, 

handling or repair. Perform test in accordance with the stipulations of GB/T 2423.8. Drop sample from 

a position which is 1.5m high to cement surface, drop each sample once respectively in directions ±X，

±Y and ±Z. After the test, sample is free from obvious damage, then it is deemed that functional test 

meets requirements. 
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3.5.9.3 Load strength 

The test plug is inserted into and withdrawn from the socket-outlet or connector ten times. Then insert 

again, attach a weight of 750N to it through appropriate fixture. The static load-bearing shall be 

maintained for 60s, and repeat test for three times. Rotate socket vertically by 90º and repeat the test. 

After end of test, socket or plug shall be free from damage or deformation which damage product 

function, inspect whether function is acceptable through inspection and test. See the load strength test 

as per Figure 3-13. 

 

Figure 3-13 Load strength test 
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